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When domain-referenced (or criterion-referenced) testing wns formally

introduced almost 20 years ago, there were many who predicted Its quick

demise. They were wr ng, and dramatically so, There are Mr reasons

why domain-referenced testing has survived,and, indeed, flour shed even"'

in the face of some r-ther vocal criticisms. One reason (and in this

author .'s opinion, the rincipal reason) isthat.practitioners simply

refused to let domain-referenced testing die. Especially in instructional

and training contexts, many practitioners felt that traditional norm-

referenced approaches to measurement simply did not address issues of

'principal interest to them. By contrast, domain-referenced testing

seemed to address such issues!; and even if the answers provided were

imperfect, at least the issues addressed were judged relevant. In

looking favorably upon domain-referenced testing, such practitioners

I

were not disparaging nori-referenced testing per se--they were simply

arguing that it was not necessarily the best approach in all contexts.

Broadly speaking, the-literature on domain-referenced testing has .

evolved in two directions--literature dealing with ite nd test con-

struction, and literature dealing with technical measurement issues.

MUch of the test development literature has been written for practi-

tioners, but a great deal of the technical measurement literature is

written at a level well beyond the background end experience ypical

practitioners. This handbook is intended to help bridg6 this gap,
b
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Tomtnte poy;homotrto and otattotioal oomploxtitos I have jouod

.

It nocamanty to avoid croatino 4 OOMPOBJ-WIM Of fhP Immo:olio procodnrow

1 In tho Itteraturo for la-oatino oovoial ot J no topics ai8,14.0

A,

to 'this handbook, Hathor, 1 havp oolocted a sot or procoduros'that I

Si'thiLk :"han, .toOether" reason4bly wutl lira psychometric senso,'althottjh'
.

4

no completely conntater.lt set or procedures is currently nveitAttble,,in

my opinion. ,Such Judgments about inclusion and exClusion of procedures.

are admittedty went te criticism, but failure'to make such judgments'
...

-4 4'.-
,

WOuld'render this handbook muCh too involved and computationally cern-,
- .. .

plicated. tt

i In an attempt to minimize computatio011 requirements, and to simplify

both the description and use of these procedures, I 'lave occasionally'
0

found it necessary to modify (or extend) an Aisting Procedure. Also,

;. I have developed computationally a' le 6 nexai6un of certain statistics,
4 .i;1

.-

._ .,

and I have gener'ated tables that hopefu ly facilitate the application

1

',.

4'1' :

.

, of certain.procedures. Otherwise, ho ever, the procedures discussed
, .

are not new; rather, they are occasiOnap_y reformulated, frequently

's111157.i

\..

fied, and intentionally integrated.\
'41

I wish to express my gratitude to.the Navy PersOgnel Research and,

I

'Development Center, and especially Dr. Pat-AnthonY Yederico, for supporting

`a the development of this. handbook. Also, I sincerely apprtIciate the:'many

helpful comments I have reCeived about an earlier,draft of this handbook

from Dr. Michael T, Kane, Dr. D. R. Divgi, Dr. Ross Traub,. and several

of my colleagues at, ACT. Final]. ,___I am velV grateful to Ms.. Wanda Hawkins

r'tdor the.excellent job she has do e in setting up tables and equations,

and typing this manuScript:'

031,

. Robert L. Brennan
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;liable 1.1

Formula s for Calculating ample me'an, Variances, and Standard Deviations

Formulas 7' Example

Let x observed mean score f. person p
(proportion of items correct)

k = ;number of persons

E = a srlbol meanin "sub the scores"
N/ 4

CalCuldte

E x = sum of mean scores for k persons
P

E Tc2 = sum of squared mean scores for,
k persons

Suppose k = 6 persons have the following observed

mean scores: .6, .8, .8, .8, .19, .9

E x = .6 .8 4. .8' + + .9 + .9 = 4:80

E Tc2 .36
p

+ .64 +'.64 + .64 + .81 + .81 = 3.90

Sample Mean:

(1.1) x = E x /k. x = 4.80/6 =

Sample Variance:
E T2
____E Tc2(1.,2) s 2 (x ) - s2 (x ) =P k P '6

3.90

(.80)2 = .010n

Sample Standard Deviation,

(1.3) s(X
P

) .'s2(X
P

) s(x p) = 170173 = .100

Corrected Sample Variance
k

(1.4) s2(x ) =

k 1

s2 (x )

6
ji

(.010) = .012
6 - 1 .

Corrected Sample Standard Deviation

(1.5) s(x ) ;(Tcp) '= ir0172 = .110

13



However, as far as this handbook is concerned, the sole reason for

choosing between s
2
and s is to provide the simplest possible computa-

tional procedures for estimating quantities of interest. (A similar

statement holds for the corresponding standard deviations, s and s.)

It was mentioned, above, that a standard deviation is a measure of

the.amount of spread or dispersion in a set of scores. To give the con-

cept- of2a standard deviation a more concrete interpretation,

- .

practice to conSider 'the standard deviation Of a particular b41=shaped

s common

distribution of scores, called a normal distribution. As illustrated°

in Figure 1.1, for a normal distribution: (a) 68% of the'scores lie

within' one standard deviation to the right and left of the mean; and (b)

95% of the scores lie within two standard deviations to the right and

left of the mean. These two statements also can be expressed in terms

of what are called "z-scores."

As indicated in Figure 1.1, a score that lies one standard deviation'

above the mean can be denoted z = 1; and, a score that lies one standard

deviation below the mean can be denoted z = -1. It follows that, for

a normal distribution, 68% of the scores lie between z =i-1 and z = 1.

Similarly, 95% of the scores lie between z = -2 apkd z = 2.

The above statements about percent of cases between specified z-scores

do not apply to all possible distributions of scores. However, provided

one does not interpret such statements too literally, they can properly

serve as useful bench marks for conceptualizing the interpretation of a

standard deviation.
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Figure 1.1. Normal Distribution



The reader is cautioned not to inter from the above paragraphs that

pest scores are usually (or should be) normally distributed. Indeed,

for abbain-referenced tests, it is quite common to have many high-scor-

ing examinees and relatively few low-scoring examinees; and such a dis-

tribution is not normal. Fox this reason, most procedures treated in this

handbook involve no assumption about the shape of the score distribution.

Universe of Items

,A universe of items is a concept of qentXda importance fordomain-

referenced ihterpretations, because ultimately one wants to'make inferences.
, . 0

, .
. .;

about examineeunii9rse-, or_domain, scores. (Considerations with respect

toa universe f,items.aPrciminen2:in some.approachea toi,AVrm-refeLnced
. . .

interpretations, too, but norm - referenced interpretations are'not within

the-scope of this handbobk.).

Sometimes there actually exists a set of items that can be considered '

as the intended universe. For example, some computer-managed instruction

systems have a large bank of items that is used to construct specific

tests Also,'the'words in a specified dictionary might constitute a

universe for a spelling domain.

More frequently, however, pragmatic concerns require that one concept-.

ualize a universe of items for the content under consideration. For example,

in the initial stages of developing a domain-referenced testing system,

it is likely that only a limited number of items will be available. Fur-

thermore, for many content areas, it would be yirtually impossible to

construct all relevant' items, or even a large proportion of such items.
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In,siich cases, it is especially important that the intended universe be-

defined and described in as clear and unambiguous a manner 45 possible.

Otherwise, one cannot easily claim that a particular item does, or does

not, reference the intended domain; nor can one clearly specify what an

examinee's universe score means.

No matter how a universe may be defined, in this handbook a test

is viewed as a sample of items from an intended, universe. More specif-

ically, to be technically correct, we ought to say that a test is a random
e'

sample of items from the universe, in the sense that every item in the

universe has an equal chance of appearing in any test. I prac(ice, one

seldom has the opportunity to randomly select a sample of items, in the

literal sen f the'word "randomly." However, if a universe is defined

, ..

_well enough,' then one can usuaIarensUre that &test consists of a reason-
I :.f 4'.

-
ably representative sample of &team from,ihe intended universe.

_-..,:-

It can be argued that for every Objective in a piogram or instruc-

c tional sequence, there opght,to be a distinct universe of items. It is

not uncommon, however, for'a test to reference a universe that might be

viewed as stratified, in the sense that the universe is defined by multiple

objectives the multiple categories 'in a table Of specifications or

task-content matrix. The, procedures disCussed in this handbook do not

specifically incorporateconsiderations with respect to a universe defined)
manner, even though these procedures (or similar ones) are some-

times used with such universes.

1. 8
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Overview

No matter how well-defined a universe of items may be, the quality

of the decisions made can be no higher than the quality of the items

Ikemselves. Therefore, Section 2 considers some simple item analysis

.procedures for using data to help identify items that may be flawed. This

topic is rather mundane, and the process of performing item analy7es is

tedious; but, in this author's opinionAeva dity of a domain-referenced

measurement procedure absolutely necessitates using good items that repre=

r-.
-sent a welldefined.universe of items. Furthermore, no after-the-fact

sta istical analysis of examinee test shores can overborne the negative

impa t of poor items on the quality of domain- -referenced interpretatiqns.

Section 3 considerS a rather simple procedure fok establishing a

i

I

.--
cutting score, IT , expressed 4s a proportion of items correct for the

, o

1
-universe:of items. (In thi -handbook the Greek lepter n is used to repre-

I

sent a score for the uniVers of itemsr whereas :}c is used for a core on

a test, or sample of items ITOrirehe'universe.) This,procedure i "content-
.j ..

based" in t'he sense that it relies upon' the subjective (but, hopefully,
..-

well-informed) judgments of content-matter 'specialists.

Sectio 4 treats a procedure for establishing an advancement score.

Recall that a cutting score, n
o

, is expressed as a proportion of items

correct for the universe of items; and, as such, n
o

is "similar" to an

examipee's universe score, Tr, in the sense that both n
o

and it reference

the same universe of items. By contrast, an advancement score, x
o

is



0"similar" to an examinee's obsaved score; x, in the dense that both

ref tence a test score. To put it another waYg an advancement score is

an:observed score analogue of a cutting score, just as an examinee's test

' f

Score is an observed score analogue of his/her universe score. A decision

concerning mastery is actually made with respect to the advancement score;

y.i.e.', an examinee is declared a master if his/her observed score is at
0

or above the advancement score.

Sectibn 5 considers twotyp s of error that can be made when a

decision about an examinee, is based on the examinees observed score

rather than his/her universe score (which is never known). These two,

types of, error are called error of measurement and error of classifi-

cation. Error of measuremeri-involves the extent to which examinee ob-
.

--served and univese scores differ; and, as such, error of measurement

does not involve consideration of a cutting score. By ponrast, an

error of classification is made if.an examinee is erroneously classified
..

y 4s a master or erroneously classified as a non-master.
?^

Section 6 considers a
r

number of issues associated with assessing

the quality of domain-referenced measurement procedures for a group of

examinees. These issues are, in part, related to traditional notions

of reliability (or measurement consistency). Also, to an extent, these

issues have a validity connotation, because in domain-referenced test-

:ing, examinee universe scores are a principal "criterion!' of interest.

However; the terms "reliabi7lity" and "validity" are used only infre-

quently in section 6 because they too easilr'Eonnote traditional statis-

tal analyses (for norm - referenced interpretations) that are inappropriate
,

20
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in domain-referenced measurement contexts. Rather, emphasis is placed

upon certain agreement. coefficients and group-based measures of error.

Restrictions in Scope and Content

Domaih-referenced measurement is currently a topic of considerable

interest in numar

')

us applied settings, and a handbook such as this

cannot treat all relevant issues in all such settings. In particular,

there are many important educational, philosophical, legal, ethical,

and technical issues involved in testing for licensure, certification,

"minimal" competency, etc. For the most part, such issues are not treated

here; rather emphasis is'placed upon procedures that seem to this author

to be both theoretically reasonable and capable of being used relatively

easily by practitioners--especially practitioners kftipfetructional and

training environtents where'nothing more sophisticated than a.simple

hand-held,calculator may b:available.

Throughout this handbook it is assumed that examinee responses are

not corrected for. guessing. In several cases, the procedures discussed

could be (or have been) modified in various ways to take guessing into

account. Such modifications are not treated here for three reasons.

First, many such modifications make assumptions about guessing that the

author believes are unrealistic. Second, reasonable assumptions about

guessing involve complexities considerably beyond the scope of this

handbook. Third, it remains to be seen (in a research sense) whether

Or not procedures involving reasonable assumptions about guessing mater-

ially improve the quality of decisions made in typical domain-referenced

testing situations.

21
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In the field of statistics, distinctions are carefully drawn between

quantities of principal interest, called parameters, and estimates of

these quantities, called statistics. For theoretical work, this distinc-

ton is crucial, but to incorporate this distinction in the body of this

handbook would necessitate,,a, much more complicated notational system,

as well as considerably more complex verbal statements. Therefore, the

term "statistic" is used in this handbook in a generic sense (even though'

occasionally the word "parameter" would be better, technically), and there

is no notational distin6tion drawn between parameters and estimates:.

Also, both quantities of principal interest and their estimates are

usually denoted with Greek letters to.distinguish them from the sample

,statistics discussed iv conjunction with Table 1.1. Finally, concerning

'notational conventions, sometimes a symbol is underlined in the text for

emphasis and/or to preclude mistaking it for part of a word or phrase.

The body of this handbook does not contain references to published

work, proofs of formulas and equations, or justifications for choosing the

procedures treated here rather than others which might have been chosen.

However, to a limited extent, these issues are treated in Appendix B,

which is provided principally for the technically oriented reader. It

will be evident to such a,reader that, in several cases, the treatments

of procedures in the body of the handbook are slight modifications of

procedures discussed in published literature. Such modifications were

made principally for computational convenience. Furthermore, in a few

instances procedures are presented, or suggestions are made, that have

not been considered previously in published literature.

( t)
trod
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2. Item Analysis Considerations

In domain-referenced testing (Or any type of testing, for that

matter) there is no substitute for good items. No statistical proce-

dure cali overcome the negative effect of poor test items; but as dis- '-

cussed in this section, statistics can be used to help identify poor items.

First, however, it must be emphasized that, prior to collecting any

data, every effort must be made to insure that items reflect the objec-

0 tives they are intended to measure and that the items have no' obvious

technical flaws. Such judgments are best made.by content matter special-

ists who have knowledge of item construction procedures and guidelines.

If content-matter specialists do not have such knowledge then they

should be aided in their judgments by someone who does. Also, items

should be reviewed for potential bias by members of minority groups,

especially'when domain-referended tests are to be used with members

of minority groups.

Item Analysis Table and Statistics

No matter how thoroughly content matter experts scrutinize items

to eliminate flaws, it is always advisable to study examinee responses

to items. Such data provide an additional check on item quality. Usually

such data are displayed in the form of an item analysis table such as

that provided in Table 2.1.

To give a context to the synthetic data in Table 2.1, let uS assume

that 10 items were administered to 50 examinees, and one,of these items
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Table 2.1

Illustration of an

Item Analysis Table and Statistics

Using Synthetic Data -14

Alternative

Subgroup
a

Total p

Low .

(0-6)

Medium
(7-8)

High
-(9-10)

a 1 6 .14 -.13

b* 8 16 33 .75 .18

1 4 :09 -.10

d 0 0 .00 .00

Omit 1 1 .02 .05

Not Reached 3 3 0 6

Total 16 14 20 50

Total minus
Not Reached 20 44

(2.1) p proportion of examinees who choose
alternative (or omitted item)

proportion of examinees

(2 2) 3 = in high group who choose
alternative (or omitted
item)

e.g.. For the correct alternative, b,

p = 33/44:-. .75

B = (16/20) - (8/13) = .80 - .62 = .18

proportion of examinees
in low group who choose
alternative (or omitted
item)

a
Numbers within parentheses indicate the scores (in terms of number

of items correct) that fall into each group.

Note. * indicates the correct (keyed) alternative.
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.exulted in the data in Table 2.1. Table 2.1 indicates that this item

contains four alternatives with the correct (or keyed)- alternative being

b (the alternative that is starred). Note that the other alternatives

(namely a, c, and d) are sometimes called distractorsp or incorrect

alternatives.

To_study examinee performance on an item, it is usual to classify

the examinees into groups based on their test performance. In Table

2.1 this has been accomplished by assigning each'examinee to: (a) a

"lots," group if he/she has 0 - 6 items correct; (b) a "mediUM" group if

he/she has 7 - 8 items correct; or (C) a "high" group if he/she has

9 - 10 items correct. For present purposes, the reader can assume that

examinees in the high group would be judged "successful," those in the

Low group would be judged "unsuccessful," and those in the middle group,

might (or might not) be judged."successful."

The entries under the columns headed low, medium, and high are the

numbers of examinees in each group who chose each alternative, omitted

the item, or did not reach the item. The following procedure can be used

to distinguish between an item that was omitted (but attempted) by an

examinee and one that was not reached (and unattempted): (a) if an

examinee omitted the last item, aSsume that the examinee did not reach

one item; (b) if the examinee omitted both of the last,two items assume

that two items were not reached by the examinee; (c) if the examinee

omitted all three of the last three items, assume that three items were ,
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not reached; etc. All other blank responses by an examinee can be treated

as "omits."

Table 2 . 1 .31 so includes column totals LllthCatli the total riklitthet sit

examinees in each yroup, AO the number of examinees In each group who

?ached the item. the 'row totals in Table 2.1 indicate the total 'number of

examinees who picked each alternative, omitted the item, or did not reach

the item. _Lnally, for each alternative, Tabi :2.1t4provides two s'tatist..cs

which are identified as EL and p and defined in Equations 2. respec-

tively. The statistic c will always have a value between 0 and , and B

Will aiways be between -1 3nd 4-1.

The statistic p indicates t. e proportion of examinees who chose an

alternative. For the correct ernative 12 is called the item difficulty

level, and it is the proportio aminees who got the item correct. In

Table 2.1, p = .75 for the correct alternative. Notithat easy items have

high difficulty levels and hard items have low difficulty levels.

The statistic 13 indicttes the difference between the proportions of

examinees in the high and low groups who chose 'an alternative. For the?t .

correct alternative, D is called an item discrimination index. It reflects

the.difference between the proportion of examinees in the high group who

yot the item correct and the prO0(.5ftion in the low group who got the item

correct.

Using Item Analysis Data

The principal use of item analysis data in domain-referenced testing

situations is to detect flawed items. It must be understood, however, that

such data--no matter how74wefully analyzed--do not provide an absolute
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indication that an ithl is or is not flawed. Also, if an item is flawed,

the data cannot tell the investigator exactly how to correct the flaw.

What the data can do is flag a potentially flawed item and usually sug-

gest the nature of the problem and/or the part of the item that is flawed.

Given this perspective, the following paragraphs provide some guidelines

for examining item analysis data.

(a) Have an actual copy of the item available when examining an

item analysis table like that in Table 2.1.

(b) Look at p for the correct alternative. The item may be flawed

if the item difficulty level, p, is considerably out of line with a value

one might expect. (Usually, in domain-referenced testing items have rel-

atively high difficulty levels if they are obtained for a group of exam-

inees who have experienced instruction in the content tested.)

(c) Look at the relationship between item difficulty level and the

p values for the distractors. If a distractor has a value fora that

is above the item difficulty level, then, examine the distractor to see if

in fact it could be considered, reasonably, as a correct answer. If so,

One of three problems probably exist--the correct answer was mis-specified,

the item has two or more correct answers, or the item is ambiguous. In any

case, the item requires revision.,

(d) If E is very small for any distractor (e.g., alternative d in

Table 2.1) consider eliminating, it dr replacing it with some other incor-

-,,

rect,alternative--provided doing so does not change the intended nature of

the item. (Recall that if an item is inherently easy, it is very likely

that one or more distractors will be chosen infrequently.)
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14.

(e) Look at the item discrimination index (the value of B for the

correct alternative). It is very unlikely that a good item would have

a value for B that is noticeably negative,because that would mean that

a greater proportion of the low-scorinTgroup got the item correct than

the high-scoring group. Therefore, if B is noticeably negative (say,

less than -.20) examine the item carefully, checking especially to see

that the item was scored correctly, that it is unambiguous, and that

the indicated correct answer is .indeed correct.

(f) Look at the valuescof B for the distractors. If any of them

are noticeably positive (say, above .20), check the item to see if it

is ambigubus, or if the distractor could possibly be a correct answer.

(g) If either 2 or B for "omits" is noticeably positive, examine the

item for ambiguities. It is assumed, here, that examinees are not being

penalized for guessing and,. therefore, there is no extrinsic motivation

for an examinee not to pick an alternative.

(h) Consider the number of examinees (especially high-scoring

examinees) who did not reach the item. If many examinees did not reach

it, (e.g., see Table 2.1) the item may be all right, but it is likely that

examinees were not allowed enough time when they were tested. Unless

a domain-referenced test is intended to be speeded, examinees should
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have a reasonable amount of testing time. Otherwise, the examinees'

scores will not adequately reflect their, 69adjity.

The above suggestions. should be regarded as reasonable "rules-of-

thumb"--not dogmatic directives. No such rules, and no amount of item

analysis data, absolve item developers and investigators from employing

common- sense and good judgment based on experience and content-matter

knowledge.

Other Considerations

In norm-referenced testing contexts it is not uncommon for items

to be discarded or revised if the value of a discrimination index is

positive but.small. This criterion should not to used in domain-ref-

erenced testing contexts. Indeed, frequently in such contexts many

good items are virtually guaranteed to have positive but small values

for a discrimination index. Also, in norm-referenced testing contexts

a high discrimination index is frequently viewed almost as an indicator

of an ideal item. This perspective should not be taken in domain-ref-

erenced testing contexts--at least not in the sense that highly discrim-

inating items are preferred over moderately discriminating ones. In domain-

referenced testing situations, emphasis is placed upon content, and discrim-

ination indices should be used solely as an aid in identifying flawed items- -

3

not a basis-for classifying items into degrees of quality.

In an ideal world, all items in the universe would undergo item

analysis before any,/decisions were made about examinees based on any
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items-in the universe. This ideal is seldom feasible in practice.

Even so, no item should be used as a basis for making decisions

about examinees until it has been subjected to an item analysis. To

address this issue the following procedure can be used. First, in the

initial stages of developing a universe of items, prior to using the

items for decision-making, a reasonably large sample of them should

undergo item analysis using a representative group of examinees. Items

that do not successfully clear this hurdle should be discarded or revised.

Second,.to gather item analysis data on other available items, or items

subsequently developed, one can include a small number of them "n opera-

tional versions of domain-referenced tests. However, examinee scores

on any such additional item should not be used as part of the examinee

total scores for decision-making--at least not until the item analysis

data have been studied to verify that the item has no obvious flaws.

If the above approach is taken of including new items with old, items

in a domain-referenced test, then it is important that the investigator

not confuse the total number of "scored items" (those not undergoing item

analysis) and the total number of items physically in the test. Else-
,

where in this handbook, when test length, n, is discussed it is always

assumed that,n is the total number of items excluding those (if any)

undergoing item analysis.

As discussed above, conducting an item analysis usually involves'

classifying examinees into groups based on total test score. If new

30
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4

items are included with old items, then total taut score should be based

on the old items only. Of course, in the initial stages of construct-

ing a universe, or pool of items, total test score will have to be based

on new items only. In either case, the investigator must choose a range

of scores,associated with each group. Seldom can this decision be made

in a completely unambiguous manner, because a firm basis for this deci-

sion:would necessitate information that is seldom available at the time

the decision needs to be made. For example, in initial stages of uni-

verse construction, a cutting score may not have been firmly established.

Furthermore, as will be discussed later, even under the best of circum-

stances, it is impossible to assign examinees to groups in a manner

that is guaranteed to be completely devoid of error. Even so, for

item analysis purposes a firm basis for assigning examinees to groups

is not absolutely necessary--good informed judgment based on experience

is generally sufficient.

The above discussion of item analysis procedures has been pouched

in terms of multiple-choice items. For free-response items the procedure

and guidelines are essentially the same. The principal differences are

that: (.a) a free-response item can be viewed as an item with two alter-

natives--correct and incorrect; and (b) the investigator needs to study

all examinee responses to make sure that all correct responses have been

identified.
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3. Eaf abli.shinq a ClittLW1 Score

One of the initial Easkspically encountered by an investigator

Ar.

%. in a domain-referenced testing,environment is to establish a cutting
i'i J

,

aCtue.Ljr
0 , expressed as a proportion of items correct for the universe=

of items Of course, in is not required if mastery type d iaions are

not g big to be made and interest is restricted to estimating an exam-

,
inee's universe score. However, in irst domain-referenced testing

situations, mastery type decisions are madeandrconsequently,acutting

,score is required.

On rare occasions there is a knownlirelationship between examinee

performance on the universe of items (or,,a'large part of the universe)

-and some external criterion such as on-the:-job performance or perfor-

'mance in some subsequent level of instruction. Such data are indeed

rare, however, because they are usually veryldifficult to obtain. For

example, if some measure of on7the-jOb performance is viewed as a crite-

rion, then one would have to take the following stepsto obtain the

data required to use such perforMance as a basiS for establishing a

cutting score: (a) test a representatiVe group of examinees using a

. large number of items'from the universe; (b) allow all these examinees,

including those with low scores, to undertake the job under considera-

tion; and (c) evaluate the performance of each of these examinees on the

job. Three problems are usually encountered in attempting to carryiout
6 4

these steps. First, these steps are usually ime-consuming and expensiye.
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Second, it to frequently considered undoolrable (and sometimes

ethically unacceptable) to allow low-meorin4 examinees to under-

take the job In question. And third, usually the evaluation of

on-the-job performance is both difftcntt and subject to consid-

erable error.

_

For these reasons, among others, external criteria are seldom used

(at least directly) in the process of establishing a cutting score for

domain-referenced testing purposes. Rather, it is common for a cutting

score to be defined based upon the judgments of raters, judges, or e perts

who are content matter specialists. Of course, such judgments are li ely

(indeed hopefully). to be influenced by raters' knowledge about potenti 1

external criteria and about how persons generally perform on such crite

ria. However, such information is not usually quantified directly.

Rather several procedures exist for eliciting from raters their beliefs

about how minimally competent persons would perform on the universe of

items, the argument being that such judgments provide a basis for estab-

lishing a cutting.score it
o

that separates mastery (or probably accept-

able performance) from non-mastery (or probably unacceptable performance).

Procedure

In one procedure for establishing a cutting score, each of a set of
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rattqa, judges, or content matter apeciallatu La asked to provide an indo-

,an ant aesosument ot t il the probabity tha a min4imaily competent MedMilld0

would/gut each itum correct. The average probability over raters and

items (called y below) fruquattly used dB the cutting score.x
o

and variouu statistics can be calculated to assess how variable thin

average probability woul be if the utudy were repiciated a large num-

ber of tints. KneiwledWabout such variability is important in reveal-
.

/ing the extent o which' aters agree in their judgments About what

J:?,!,)
cutting scores shgald ually be established.

Using this pr6cedure°data are collected in the following

Manner:
, / \

(a) ,A group.' f t.x46/, and a sample of in items 'from.the universe,

are identified where t ar,4.m are as large as tithe and other constraints
. ,

will allow;

(b) Each rater islaa-to provide, for each item,,:aprobability

reflecting that rater's glief about the likelihood thatMinimally

competent exiamnee .7 f.uld get that item corrects ,;,
0

.

(c) Items presented to each rater in a ndomder--the

important point ei4ig that the items are ordered d fferently for each

rater;

(d) Each rater works independently of every other rater (i.e.,

raters do not discuss their judgments with each other); and

(d) Raters are told to report their probabilities in units of

1/10 (i.e., the probabilities that might be assigned are 0.0, 0.1,

02 , 1 0).
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p t tiona. An antsy in the body of. Table 3. l is denoted y , the prob-
ri

ahl (7:y ausigned by a rater r to on item i . (The symbol y is used here

to distinguish these probabilities from examinee scores on a test, which

are Later denoted with the symbol x. ) Along with the probabilities,

Table 3.1 reports means, variances, and standard deViationa. For example,

(a) an entry in the row labeled y
r 13

the mean probability assigned

to items by rater r, and s(y
r

) = .083 is the standard deviation (across

raters) of these rater mean probabilities;

(b) an entry in the column headed y is the mean probability assigned

to item i, and s(y ) = .086 is the standard deviation (across items) of

these item moan probabilities;

(c) an entry in the row labeled s(yri) is the standard deviation '

of the probabilities assigned to items by rater r; and

(d) y = .80 is the mean probability._ over all 20 items and all

5 raters.
Th

In a cutting score study, interest is,usually focused principally

on y
r

and y. We may call y
r
the "cutting score assigned by rater r"

because it reflects that rater's belief about the proportion of items

that a minimally competent examinee would get correct. Similarly,

we may call y.the "study cutting, score," and as such it is, in a cer-

tain statistical sense, the best value to choose for n
o

.
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rep t.at ttd Witte t- ai t t. 1.1c (;:ontl [011,4 1 large number. of t tines . Let 11,0

describe this variability in y in, terms of a standard deviation and

identify it as 0(,). Clearly, if 0(Y) were small, then, even if aters

o4:

disagree( to some extent concerning the cutting score resulting from a

single study, such disagreement would not seriously impact one's confi-

dence in using y as a cutting score. However, if o(y) were large, then

one might want to keep this fact in mind when making decisions based

on y,
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eltimate would be obt lined from Equation 1.2 in Table 1. Vol' example,

qiven the synthetic data and tont. Ailwith or 11-40 ltema, Table 1.2

4huws that o(y) .045.

A third estimate of u(y) is obtained by assuming that replicated

studies would each involve rating all items in the universe. Under

this circumstance, the appropriate estimate of u(y) is Equation 3.3

in Table 3.2; and for the synthetic data u(y) = 0.036. This value

is less than either of the other two estimates of (1(y) because c(y)

decreases as the number of items increases.



Table 3.2

Equations and Illustrative Computations for Determining the Standard Deviation of a Mean Cutting Score

Equation Computations Using Data in Table 3.1

Let t =

m =

Define A

number-of raters used in study

number of items used in study

1

t

m

A

=

=

=

5

20

1

5

+ .0122 +
+ .0115 + .0257

- .0074 .0001=

m(t-1)
[(Average value)
° of ;2(Yri) (20)(4)

Standard deviation of y over different studies
using t raters and m items:

(3.1) (3604;2(Yr)/t4.;2(y.)/m A 0(y) = V(.0069)/5 + (.0074)/20 - .0001 = .041

Standard deviation of y over different studies
using t raters and some number of items,
n, different from m:

(3.2) 0.60 = )42(J, pr ;2.-ty )/n A
r. '

If n = 10 items

a (y- ) (.0069)/5 +.(.0074)/10 - .0001 = .045

Standard deviation of y if each of the
t raters rated all items in the universe:

40
(3.3) a (i) =)/s2(yr)/t - A o (y- ) (.0069)/5- .0001 = .036(

0

41
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Any one of these estimates might be of interest to an investigator;

however, the third estimate is especially relevant for many (if not most)

ddinain-referenced testing situations. Recall that a cutting score is

defined as a proportion of items correct for the universe of items.

It follows that ideally one would like to have each rater rate every

item in the universe to obtain each of the "rater cutting scores." It

is almost always impossible to obtain such data directly, but even so
.1

Equation 3.3 allows us to estimate a(y) under this circumstance. This

equation is also appropriate if the rating procedure is followed for all

items that occur in each and 'every form of a domain-referenced test.

One particular use of a(Y) in Equation 3.3 is in establishing a

confidence interval for the cutting score. For example if one goes

one standard deviation to the right and left of y , then one obtains

''a 68% confidence interval for the cutting score 71 . For the synthetic
o

data this interval extends from

Y a(17) = .800 - .036 = .76

to y + a(y) = .800 + .036 = .84,

40 and this interval is represented (.76, .84). In words, we can say

that if the cutting score study were replicated a large number of times

(each time using all items in the universe), about 68% of the time we

would expect to obtain values of y between .76 and .84.

Given these data, therefore, in a certain statistical sense

y = .80 is the best single number (proportion of items correct) to use as

a cutting score, 71.

o
; however, an investigator is well advised to enter-

tain some uncertainty about whether or not this value for it is "correct"
0

in some absolute sense. Also, as will be indicated in Section 4

0
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for some purposes, procedures are available that employ what is called

an "indifference zone" for the cutting score n
o

; and the confidence

interval discussed above can be helpful in picking an indifference

zone.

Other Considerations

One factor that can contribute greatly to differences among raters

in their I
r
values is differential ideas about what constitutes minimal

performance. Any definition of minimal competence is almost always

a matter of judgment (packing a parachute may be an exception!), but

very disparate notions about minimal competance can render a cutting

score study of relatively little value. At the same time, however,

the raters themselves should be well qualified to define what minimal

competence is, or at least to have a voice in any such definition.

In particular, it is very difficult, if not impossible, for raters to

participate in a cutting score study using someone else's definition

of minimum competence. For these reasons, it is advised that raters

have the opportunity to discuss their possibly different notions about

minimal competence prior to conducting the actual study. Hopefully,

they can reach some consensus or at least mitigate their differences of

opinion in a mutually acceptable manner.

Another issue to be considered is the manner in which items are

provided to raters -- specifically, are the answers provided along with

the items? All things considered, it is probably. best that answers
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be supplied. In doing so, one can obtain an additional check on

the correctness of the indicated answers, and raters are probably

more likely to pay careful attention to each item individually. Assum-

ing that the answers are supplied, each rater hould be directed to

indicate any items that he/she judges to be eyed incorrectly. If

it is determined after the raters complete heir task that an item is

keyed incorrectly, it (and the probabilities assigned to it) should

be eliminated from the study, and the item should be revised or dis-

carded. If, on the other hand, it is determined after careful consid-

er that a rater said an item was keyed incorrectly, but actually

it was keyed correCtlyi then that rater's judgment-Ak.e., Assigned

probability) for that item should be'eliminated in determining Y.

This can happen-- each individual rater is not infallible, even in

his/her area of expertise.

Table 3.1 illustrates the rather common occurrence of one rater

(in this case Rater 5) providing judgments that are markedly different

from the judgments provided by other raters. Even so (assuming all

raters were chosen carefully in the first place), an atypical rater

should not be eliminated from the study unless there is an obvious

reason (e.g., sickness) for that rater's atypical judgments. If such

a reason exists, then all statistics should be re-calculated based on- the

reduced set of raters. [For example, if Rater 5 were eliminated from

the synthetic data, then the reader can verify that y =.835;s(y
r

) = .031;

and, using Equation 3.3, Q(y) .021.1
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One modification of (or addition to) this Procedure for establish-
-

ing a cutting score involves havingthe raters, as a group, provide

a consensus probability for each item after they. independently

provided their judgments about each item, Then the mean of these con-
,.

sensus probabilities is used as the cutting score.. If. this modification

is employed, the resulting data should be examined very carefully to en-
.

, $

sure that no single rater is exerting undue infWence over the.judg7

ments of other raters. (Also, if this modificatiOn is' use&one should

keep in mind that forced consensus is not really agreement,although

forced consensus can effectively hide disagreetent.)
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4. Establishing an Advancement Score

When domain-referenced testing is employed to make mastery/non-

mastery types of decisions, it is necessary to consider a cutting score,

no; but, in addition, the investigator must specify an observable score,

x
o

, such that an examinee who gets x or more items correct will be

declared a master; and an examinee who gets fewer than x
o

items correct

will be declared a non-master. This score is called an advancement

score, with the symbol xo referring to the advancement score in terms

of number of items correct and (later) the symbol co referring to the

-.advancement score in terms of proportion of items correct.

In principle, one wants to pass, or advance, an examinee if that

examinee's universe score, n , is equal to or greater than the cutting

score, n
o

. However, one cannot directly use such a decision rule be-

cause a specific domain-referenced test will consist of only a sample

of items from the universe. Based on any sample of items, an examinee's

observed mean score, x , can be calculated. but not the examinee's uni-
P

verse score, 7 Furthermore, the cutting score, n
o

, may not correspond

with a possible observed mean score for test of n items. (For example,

if n = 10, then no proportion of items correct will correspond with a

cutting score of .85.)

Let us suppose that, as a result of some cutting score study, no

is specified to be .80, and let us assume that a test will consist

of n = 10 items. Since .80 x 10 = 8, an investigator might decide that

the advancement score should be:
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in terms of number of items correct; orx
o

= 8

co = xo /n

= 8/10

c,)

= .80 in terms of proportion o 4items correct.

In this example, choosing x
o

to be eight items 'correct may appear rea-

sonable and, indeed, this particular advancementore may be a good

A
choice in some particular context. However, thel"iogic" presented above

for choosing an advancement score is rather superficial. For example,

this logic does not take into account the fact that an observed score

may be, and usually is, different from a universe score. As will be-

come evident later, a more thorough analysis could lead to choosing

some advancement score other than x = 8.
0

The purpose of this section is to provide a'reasonably sound,

yet relatively simple, table-look-up procedure for choosing an advance-
.

ment score. Even though this prOcedure is quite simple compared

to others that might be used, it, does involve consideration of several

technical issues. Specifically, to use thisip'rocedure, one must first

specify a test length, a loss ratio, and an indifference zone. These

issues are discussed below, followed by an illustration of how to use

the table look-up-procedure.
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Sometimes, choosing a test length (n) is

than it may appear to be at first glance. All

longer tests are to be preferred over shorter

37

a more difficult problem

other things being equal,

tests, because longer

tests reduce certain types of errors (discussed more fully later).

Also, longer tests are more valid in the sense that they provide a more

thorough representation of the intended universe of items. At the same

time, however, in domain-referenced testing environments, factors such

as available testing time frequently make it very difficult and/or costly

to use tests that are very long. For now, it will be assumed that there

already. exists some reasonable basis for choosing a particular test

length, at least for the initial form(s) of a domain-referenced test.

In subsequent sections, as.different concepts and procedures are devel-

oped, it will be possible to identify some reasonable statistics to

consider in choosing, or modifying, test length.

Classificati n errors and loss ratio. The concept of a loss ratio

involves a consideration of errors that can be made in classifying

an examinee as a passing examinee (master) or a failing examineee (non-

master). Specifically, there are two classification errors that can

be made:

(a) a false positive error occurs if an examinee is declared a master

(i.e., advanced) who has a universe score below Tr ; and
0

(b) a false negative error occurs if an examinee is declared a non-

master (i.e., not advanced) who has a universe score above Tr
o
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These two classification errors are considered more full( Section
1

5 in the context of decisions about individual examinees. Here, our

concern is with a certain kind of judgment about false positive and

false negative errors. Specifically, in this handbook the term "loss

ratio" refers to a number reflecting judgment about the seriousness

of a false positive error compared to the seriousness of a false nega-

tive error. For example, if false positive errors were judged to be

twice as serious as false negative errors, then the loss ratio would be

two; and, if both types of classification errors were equally serious,

then the loss ratio would be one.

8y definition, the specification of a loss ratio involves sub-'

jective judgment on the part of a person (or persons) intimately famil-

iar with the testing context. In Making this judgment one needs to

consider the consequences of inappropriately passing or inappropriately

failing an examinee. For example, iri many domain-referenced testing

contexts, it is frequently argued that an examinee who is inappropri-

ately advanced (false positive error) is likely to be unsuccessful

on-the-job or in subsequent instruction; and, this type of error is

judged more serious, than the time and cost involved in inappropriately

re-cycling an examinee through an instructional sequence (false nega-

tive error). These particular judgments suggest that a loss ratio, in

such contexts, should be defined as some number greater than one--perhaps

two, but probably not three unless instructional time and cost are quite

unimportant.
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Indifference zone. An indifference zones some range of universe

scores within which one is "indifferent "} about false positive and false

negative errors. Let us identify the Owerlimit of this range as t
L

the upper limit as nH , and the range itself as (ni, , wH). Suppose

an investigator is able to specify values for nL and nH such that,

for any examinee whose universe score is between nL and,nH , there is

virtually no loss involved in declaring a true master to be a non-master

or in declaring a true non-master to be a master. In such a case the

interval (nL , nH) may be viewed as an indifference zone. This rather

direct approach to defining an indifference zone may or may not make

>v.--

sense in a particular context.

Another'appr ves the procedure for establishing a cutting

score discussed in Section 3. Specifically, consider again a(y) in

Equation 3.3, which is the standard deviation of y over replicated)

studies, if each study involved all the items in the universe. It

stated in Section 3 that y can serve as n
o
and a 68% confidpnce inter-

val for n
o

can be viewed as extending from y - o(y) to y + a(y), approx-

imately. This confidence interval (or something close to it) might

be viewed as an indifference zone. Consider, for example the synthetic

data treated in Section 2. For these data, y = .80; using Equation

3.3, a(y) = .036; and the 68% confidence interval is (.76 to .84).

Since this interval indicates a degree of uncertainty about some "ideal"

value for a cutting score, it seems reasonab'e to assume that an investi-

gator might have little basis for being anything but indifferent about
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classification errors for examinees whose universe scores lie in the

interval (.76 to .84).

In considering either of the above approaches to establishing an

indifference zone, it needs to be recognized that these procedures

are not to be viewed as statistical excuses for being indifferent, in

the sense of uncaring, about individual examinees who have observed mean

scores close to
o

. Rather, these procedures are to be viewed as aids

in the process of establishing an indifference zone, which is a neces-

sary consideration for picking an advancement score using the table

discussed below.

Advancement Score Table

Given a test length, a loss ratio, and an indifference zone, Table

A.1 provides a specific advancement score, xo , in terms of number of

items correct. (To obtain the advancement score in terms of proportion

of items correct, one simply uses the relationship co = xo /n.) The rows

of Table A.1 are associated with different test lengths, ranging from

6 to 30 items; and the columns are associated with 20 indifference zones,

organized according to the mid-points of the zones, with mid-points

ranging from .65 to .90. For each row and column, there are three

tabled entries (separated by slashes) corresponding to advancement

scores associated with loss ratios of 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

To illustrate use of Table A.14 let us consider the following

judgments about test length, loss ratio, and indifference zone:
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(a) Test length. Let us assume that testing time is at a premium,

and the universe of items is rather narrow. Taking these two considera7

tions into account, it is judged that about n = 10 test items seems

reasonable,

(b)- Loss ratio. Let us assume that the domain-referenced testing

context is one in which false positive errors are judged to be somewhat

more serious than false negative errors, and a loss ratio of about two

seems reasonable.

(c) Indifference zone. Let us suppose that it is decided to use

the results of a cutting score study in making judgemnts about an indif-

ference zone. Specifically, let us suppose that the results reported

in Section 2 are based on the appropriate universe of items. This study

suggests that an approximate 68% confidence interval for it is (276 to .84);

and it will be assymed that this confidence interval can serve as an

approximate indifference zone.

Now, given the above judgements, to pick an advancement score,

one uses the fifth row (n = 10) and second column(.75 to .85) of the

second page of Table A.1. The tabled entries corresponding to this

row and column are 9/9/9. Since all of these entries are the same

number it is obvious that the advancement score is x
o
= 9 or c

o
= 9/10

= .90. To be specific, since the loss ratio has been defined as two,

the second entry is actually the advancement score for this illustration.

In the above example, note that the indifference zone (.75 to .85)

specified in the second column of the second page of Table A.1 is not
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exactly equal to the indifference zone of (.76 to .84), which was ini-

tially chosen. Any such slight disparity can be overlooked without

serious consequences, because, for the most part, the procedure used

to develop Table A.1 is insensitive to small disparities in indifference

zones. Furthermore, it is not necessary that n
o
be exactly at the

midpoint of the indifference zone. Indeed, for,reasons beyond the

scope of this handbook, it is sufficient that no be somewhere within

the indifference zone.

Table A.1 ihdicates (and the above example illustrates) that this

procedure for choosing an advancement score is also relatively insen-

sitive to small changes in loss ratio. Indeed, for any specific test

length and indifference zone in Table A.1, the suggested advancement

scores differ by at most, one correct item.

The above points about "insensitivity" have been made to highlight

the fact that this procedure for choosing an advancement score does not

necessitate arguing about minute differences of opinion with respect to

an appropriate indifference zone or loss ratio--a reasoned consideration

of these issues is sufficient for the procedure.
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5. Errors of Measurement,

Errors of Classification, and

Inferences about an Examinee's Universe Score

Sections 2, 3,. and 4 have considered-issues that are addressed prior

to making any decision about an examinee. Let us now assume that the

issues discussed in Sections 2, 3, and 4 have been addressed, a domain-

referenced test of n items has been administered to a group of examinees,

and each examinee's score on the test has been determined. In this section,

consideration is given to the precision, or quality, of certain statements,

or decisions, that might be made about an examinee. To address these

issues, the only examinee datum that will be employed is the examinee's

test score. To simplify notation in this section, usually the examinee's

number of items correct will be denoted x, the examinee's proportion of

items correct will be denoted x (rather than x ), and the examinee's
p

universe score will be denoted n (rather than w ).

It cannot be emphasized enough that n is always unknown, and xis

only an estimate of n. Consequently, there is always some degree of

uncertainty about any statement concerning n. For example, if x = .80,

one may say that n is "about" .80, but this statement clearly suggests

that 1 and x may be different, and perhaps dramatically different.

This difference between x and 7 is called an error of measurement.

Furthermore, since x is an imperfect estimate of n, mastery/non

mastery decisions based on x (or x) may be incorrect, and an error'of

r: 4
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classification may be made. This issue was introduced in the previous

section in the context of specifying gloss ratio. In'this,section,

errors of classificatiokre considered in more detail, from the'perspsc-

tive ot,decisions about examinees.

It needs to be recognized that, since it is unknown, one cannot

specify whether or not a classificatiOn error has been made for an

individual examinee; nor, can one specify a particular value for an

individual examinee's error of measurement. However, given n and x

(or x), it is possible to make statements about the probability of

correct and incorrect decisions, and about likely values of n. Pro-

cedures for doing so are described and illustrated in this section,

after a more detailed consideration of errors of measurement and clas-
,

Sification.
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Errors of Measurement and Classification.

Recall that an examinee's universe score is the porportion of items,

It, that the examinee would get correct if the examinee were administered

.all items in the universe. Suppose an examinee takes a domain- referenced

test with n = 10 items and gets x = 8 items correct. It should be intui-

tively obvious that this does not necessarily mean that the examinee's

universe score is x = x/n = 8/10 = .80. After all, the examinee was tested

with 10 items, only; and it is to be expected that x = .80 is an imperfect

estimate of the examinee's universe score. This imperfection in measure-
,

ment is .called measurement error. Specifically, measurement error is the

difference between an exmaminee's test score (expressed as a proportion of

items correct, x) and the examinee's universe score:

A = x w.

Note the use of the symbol A to designate measurement error. Clearly,

6 can be either positive or negative, as well as being either large or

small.

It is evident from the definition of A ,that a cutting score, IT
0

plays no role in considerations regarding error of measurement. However,

for mastery/non-mastery decisions a cutting score, Tro , is involved; and for

such decisions, an error of classification may be made in addition to an

error of measurement. As noted in Section 4, there are two types of errors

. of classification:
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(a) a false positive error (f+) occurs if an examinee is declared a

master (x > x ) when the examinee's universe score is below IT 1 and
o

(b) a false negative error (f-) occurs if an examinee is declared

a non-master (x < x ) when the examinee's universe score is at or above it
0 o

These two possible errors of classification are represented in Table 5.1

along with the two possible correct decisions--namely, passing an examinee

who has a universe score at or above n
o

(c+), and failing an examinee who

has a universe score below n
o

(c-).

To better appreciate errors of measurement and classification, consider

Figure 5.1 in which it is assumed that 70 = .80, n = 10, and co = .90. For

12 pairs- of-yalues for x and n, Figure 5.1, represents the resulting error

of measurement and error of classification or correct decision. As illus-

trated in Figure 5.1:

(a) a false positive decision implies that a positive error of measure-

ment (x > n) is involved (see lines G, H, and I in Figure 5.1);

(b) a false negative decision implies that a negative error of mea-

surement (X < n) is involved (see lines J, K, and L in Figure 5.1); and

(c) even when a correct (positive or negative) decision is made, an

error of measurement (positive or negative) may be involved (see lines A-F

in Figure 5.1).

In short, the occurrence of an error of measurement does not neces-

sarily mean that an error of classification will be made; however, an error

of classification is always associated with an error of measurement, and
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Table 5.1

Correct Mastery/Non-Mastery Decisions and

Errors of Classification

Universe Score
Observed
Score

. n < n
o

fl

>
0

X < X
o

(Fail)

x > x
o

(Pass)

Correct Negative

Decision (c-)

False Positive

Error (f +)

False Negative

Error (f-)

Correct Positive,

Decision (c+)

Note. The symbol > means "greater th4n,",the symbol >%mean$.

"greater than or equal to," the syMbol. <'mearl "lee than, and

the symbol < means "less than or equal to.", 0

iht.
01.,

tb.

V

17: (.?

71
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ure 5.1. Illustration of Errors of Classification and Errors of Measurement.
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troquoia.ly 4 rather Largo error of measurement. tn4ed, e Erov or 0140-

iittiocion arise bscause errors of m sure:vont are i'Vvolved, This is one

rowliou why It is highly advienbta to pay attention II) .issues surrounding

errors of modeuromottteven If the piilcipal CO011ti or dowan-votortincod

touting is maltery/no-mastery decisions.

_it. should he noted also that, if an error of claufWication is made,

it is not correct to describe the error of classification as being either

large or small--such an error is eithe9made or it is.yOtmade, nothing

more. For example lines G and I in Figure 5.1 both r iiresent false posi-

tive classifications errors, and line G does not represent a 1 rger clas

sification error than line I. Rather, line G represehts a la er error

or measurement than line I.

It needs, to be recognized that, since an individUalexaminee's uni-

verse score is unknown, we cannot directly determine the error of measure-

ment for an individual examinee. For the same reason, it is impossible

to say, for certain, whether or not a classification error has been made

for an individual examinee. However, given n and .x (or x) it is possible

to make statements about: (a) probabilities associated with correct and

incorrect decisions; and (b) likely values for n. Procedures for doing so

are treated in the next two parts of this section.

Probabilities of Correct and Incorrect Decisions

Since one cannot say, for certain, whether or not a classification

error has been made for an individual examinee, it is reasonable to ask,

"How probable is it that an examinee with a score of x (or x) on an n-item
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taken hat's lo answoring this kite:SO(4On inVelvdd nsin9 'fah (.e Wn(on wad

dovtpod nudity vory tmplo asanpttona (auo Aondtx h). HOnghly, SPonk-

ing, th000 asaumttons imply that all we know 4110(11; 0XdItllUO le tho

oxaminoo'n tont coro,' and tho fact that the examinee Look a Lodi. Oonel t-

he' of a oamplo of it Itomn from a largo nnivorno of itom.

Table providon a,ntop-by-ntop procoduro, with,oxamplon, for dotor-

!ratting probabilities associated with correct and incorrect decisionn.

This procedure involves nothing more complicated than identifying an entry

in Table A.2 and possibly subtracting it from 100. Note that, in this

handbook, a probability is usually identified and discussed an a percent

ranging from 0 to 100. This convention has been adopted to avoid confus-

ing a statement about a probability with a statement about an examinee's

universe score (u) or observed mean score (x), both of which range from

0 to 1:

It is suggested that, whenever mastery/non-mastery decisions are to

be made, the investigator examine the probabilities in Table 5.2--at least

the probabilities of incorrect decisions for examinees near the cutting

score. For example, using the procedure in Table 5.2 with n = 10,

7
o

= .80, and c
o

= .90,

Prob (f-) = 5% if x = 6,

Prob (f-) = 16% if x = 7,

Prob (f-) = 38% if x = 8,

Prob (f+) = 32% if x = 9, and

Prob (f+) = 9% if x. = 10.
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different length. In Section i a closely related issue is treated in
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Table 5.3

Use of Table A.2 to Make Statements about Likely Values for 7

Procedure and Equations Examples

Probability that 74's Between v
1

and n
2

Suppose n = 10, n
1
= .75, and 7

2
= .85
)

Given n, x, 7
1

and n2:

(a) using the left-hand side of Table A.2,

locate the row for n and x;

(b) let TE
1
be the tabled entry in this

row under the column headed 7
1

; and S

a. (c) let TE
2
be the tabled entry in this

row under the column headed n2.

(5.5) Prob (1
1

< n < 7
2

) (TE
1
- TE

2
)%

Example 1: If x = 7, then

TE1 = 29, TE2 = 7, and

Prob (.75 < it < .85) = (29 7)% = 22%

Example 2: If x = 9, then

TE1 = 80, TE2 = 51, and

Prob (.75 < n < .85) = (80 - 51)% = 29%

P% Credibility Interval for n

Given n, and P:

(a) locate the row for n and x in the

rt&t-hand side of Table A.2; and

(b) let (71', 72) be the tabled entry

in this row under the column

headed P-Percent.

-(5.6) A P% Credibility. Interval for it (711

(i.e., there is a P% probability that

,',T is between n and n
2

)

n2)

7-

Suppose n = 10 and P% = 80%

Example 1: If x = 7

A P% Credibility Interval for 7 = (.51, .85)

Example 2: If = 9

A P% Credibility Interval for it = (.74, .98)
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By contrast, (b) rnswers the question:

"Given n, x, and some desired degree of certainty, (P%), what

is a range of values which probably includes n?"

For example, given n = 10 and x = 8, Table A.2 reports that:

(1) with 67% certainty 7 is between .67 and .90;

(2) with 80% certainty n is between .62 and .92; and

(3) with 90% certainty

L'iS
between .56 and .94.

Note that if one wants to have a greater degree of certainty about the

range within which an examinee's universe scoq probably lies, then one

must tolerate a wider interval. For example, the interval (.56, .94) for

90% certainty is quite a bit wider than the interval (.67, .90) for 67%

certainty.

Also, given x and some desired degree of certainty, the width of an

interval' decreases as n increases. ,For example, given n = 20 and x = 16,

x = -.80 and from Table A.2 a 67% interval is ('.71, .87). This interval

Is shorter than the corresponding interval (.67, .90) for n = 10 and x = 8.

In this sense one can say that long tests are better than short tests, or,

more specifically, longer tests are generally associated with a smaller

average error of measurement for examinees. This issue of test length

and its relationship with errors of measurement is treated in detail in

Section 6.

The intervals reported in Table A.2 are sometimes described as cred-

ibility intervals. Specifically, Table A.2 reports 67, 80, and 90 percent
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credibility intervals associated with observed mean scores of x > .50;

for test lengths ranging from 5 to 30 items. Similar results can be ob-

tained for other intervals, other test lengths, and/or other observed mean

scores using the procedure outlined in Table 5.4. Actually, an interval

obtaine4 using the procedure in Table 5.4 is called a confidence interval

rat 'than credibility interval, and the interpretation of a confidence

interval is slightly different from the interpretation of a credibility

interval. However, for most practical purposes they can be interpreted

in about the same way.

As indicated by the example in Table 5.4, one can say with about

6E percent confidence that an examinee with an observed mean score of

.75 on a 20-item test probabily has a universe score between .65 and .85.

By comparis , consider the "corresponding" 67% credibility interval provided

in Table . This credibility interval extends frog :65 to .83. Clearly, the

two intervals are quite close, but not exactly the same. In general, it

is recommended that.the credibility intervals in Table A.2 be used when-

ever possible, and that the procedure in Table 5.4 be. used when Table A.2

does not apply. For example, Table A.2 does not provide 95 percent inter-

vals, but the procedure in Table 5.4 can be used to obtain such intervals.

(Note, however, that the procedure in Table 5.4 does not apply if

x = 0 or 1; and this procedure involves a normality assumption that

-
becomes less tenable as x approches either 0 or 1.)

In this author's opinion, in domain-referenced testing, it is usually

advisable to determine credibility or confidence intervals for examinee

7(!

O



-Table 5.4

)
Equations and Illustrative'COmputationS for ,Obtaining Confidenc .A'

neerVals for

ZZI

-<6

Univerge'Score'

Equations and Procedure.

Let n = number of items in test

x = examinee's observed meanT9Core

Step 1: Calculate

(5.7) a (A )

\terns correct),

V.75(1-.75)

20 - 1
V:00797 = .10

Step 2: A P percent confidence interval for

the examinee's universe score extends from

(Alk x z a(A ) to x + z a(A )p

where z = 1.00 if P = 68 (percent)
p

z = 1.15 if P = 75 (percent)

z = 1.29 if P = 80 (percent)

z = 1.65 if P = 90 (percent)

z = 1.96 if P = 95 (percent)

68 percent confidence interval extends from

.75 - 1.00(.10) to .75 + 1.00(.10) = .65 to .85

95 percent confidence interval extends from

.75 - 1,.96(.10) to .7 + 1.96(.10) = .55 to .95

Note. In Figure 1.1, z = 2 is used as an approximation to z = 1.96 when p = 95%.

1'10
1.../
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_of

universe scores--at least those examinees about whom important decisions

are to be made. If nothing else, such intervals are usually very reveal-

ing indicators of the amount of measurement error possibly involved in

using x as if it were Tr. If an investigator feels that a specific inter-

val is too broad for a specific decision, then the investigator might con-

sider retesting the examinee.

Suppose, for example, that an examinee got 8 out of 10 items correct,

initially, with a 67% credibility interval for it extending from .67 to 90.

If the examinee were retested and got 10 out of 10 items correct, then for

the combined tests n = 20, x = 18, and a 67% credibility interval extends

from .82 to 95. This latter interval is considerably narrower than the

former one; and, of course, the additional information supplied by the

retest suggests,that the examinee's universe score is probably higher

than originally expected.

L
\



6. Group-Based Coefficients of Agreement and

Measures of Error

59

Section 5 considered errors of measurement and errors of classifi-

cation based on an individual examinee's score on a test. This section,

considers issues involving group performance on a test. Specifically,

the principal statistics to be discussed are indicated in Table 6.1.

The statistics 1 0 and a2(A) in Table 6.1 are closely related

to errors of classification and errors of measurement, respectively.

Specifically, 1 - po can be interpreted as the probability of an incon-

sistent decision; and a2(A) can be interpreted as the average value of

the squared errors of measurement for examinees. As such, these statis-

tics provide information about errors for a group of examinees, as opposed

to an individual examinee.

The other statistics in Table 6.1 are called agreement coefficients

in this handbook. Each of them has a value somewhere between 0 and 1,

with higher values indicating greater degrees of agreement than lower

values. The notion of "agreement" reflected by these coefficients in-

volves consideringwhatwould happen .(hypothetically) if examinees were

administered many domain-referenced tests, with each test consisting o

a different sample of n items from the universe. For a given test-

(n), a high value for an agreement coefficient suggests that Here would

be a high degree of consistency in certain scores on these different

tests. For example, if we new that most persons classified as masters

on one test would be cla fied as masters on most other tests, too,,

then one type of agreeme t wo d be ielatively high. Although the above

conceptual explanation of agreemen coefficients rests on considering

P14
ti
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Table 6.1

Loss Functions, Agreement Coefficients, and Errors

Based on Group Performance on a Test

Type Agreement Coefficients
of Not Corrected Corrected
Loss For Chance For Chance Errors

Threshold

Squared'Error

Kappa
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multiple tests, in practice these coefficients can be estimated using a

single test, only; and in this handbook such single-test estimates are

the only ones given detailed consideration.

The statistics in Table 6.1 can be classified into two categories

based on the type of loss function involved in defining them. ,These

two loss functions are called "threshold" loss and "squared error" loss.

The subject of loss functions, per se, is a highly technical consider-

ation that will not be treated in great detail here. For present pur-

poses, it is sufficient to know that (a) a threshold loss function

involves consideration of errors of classification, assumes that all false

positive errors are equally serious, and assumes that all false negative

errors are equally serious; and (b) a squared error loss function in

domain-referenced testing involves consideration of errors of measurement

and assumes that the seriousness of an error depends on (among other

things) the squared distance between an examinee's observed and universe

scores. Later, more will be said about these two loss functions; for now

the reader should simply recognize that these two loss functions involve

different approaches to addressing similar types of issues.

To develop some further understanding of the statistics in Table 6.1,

suppose that test scores were available for a group of examinees on two

forms of a domain-referenced test. Under this circumstance, the threshold

loss coefficient denoted p in Table 6.1 w uld be

Proportion of examinees - 'classified as

masters on both forms
P
o

[Proportion of examinees classified

as non-masters on both forms

The coefficient po is, in effect, the proportion of examinees consistently

classified into the same .category (mastery or non mastery) on the two tests.
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It follows from the above paragraph that 1 - po is the proportion

of examinees who are inconsistently classified on the two tests (i.e.,

classified as a master on one form and a non-master on the -other). This

proportion of inconsistent classifications is a group-based measure of

error in a threshold loss sense, when scores on two tests are available:

The threshold loss coefficient p
o

is not corrected for the expected

"chance" agreement if all examinees were randomly assigned to a mastery

or non-mastery status on each of the forms. The threshold-loss coefficient

corrected for such chance agreement is called Kappa, which is defined as:

Kappa = (pc pc)/(1 pc),

where p
c
is chance agement. In a sense, Kappa is a "pure" Measure of

agreement attributable to the testing procedure, under threshold loss

assumptions.

The reader needs to be cautioned not to take the above "two-test"

analogy too literally. It is offered simply as an aid in thinking about

these statistics. Again, in this section the procedures treated involve

a single administration of a single forM of a domain - referenced test.

As noted in Table 6.1, corresponding to each ofithese three threshold

loss statistics there is a statistic for squared error loss. For example,

a2(i) is the average squared error of measurement for the population of

examinees, and the two agreement coefficients for squared error loss

involve 0.2(A). These squared error loss statistics provide a different

perspective on agreement (and disagreement).
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Throughout this section all reference to a cutting score, IT

o
is

replaced by consideration of co = xo /n, the advancement score in terms of

proportion of items correct. That is, in considering both squared error

loss and threshold loss, c
o

is sometimes used when it might be argued that

0
should be involved. To do so, however, would necessitate considerable

complexities, no matter what loss function is involved.

Finally, it should be noted that some persons refer to the agreement

coefficients discussed in this section as "reliability" coefficients. The

word "reliability" is not used here principally to avoid unwarranted asso-

ciations between the coefficients in Table 6.1 and classical reliability

coefficients for norm-referenced tests. Given this caveat, however, much

of this section treats issues traditionally associated with measurement

consistency, or "reliability" considerations. (Also, in a sense mentioned

later, these issues have validity connotations for domain-referenced inter-

pretations.)

Squared Error Less

Squared error loss statistics are conceptually more involved than

their threshold loss counterparts. Here, however, intital consideration is

given to squared error loss statistics because there _re certain computa-,

tional conveniences in proceeding in this order.

Suppose that an n = 10 item test were adminsitered to k = 25 exam-

inees; and suppose that after the items were scored, the resulting data

matrix was that given .n Table 6.2. An entry in this data matrix is denoted

x
pi

, the score (0 = incorrect, 1 = correct) for examinee 2. on item i.
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Table 6.2

Group Performance On a Test:

A Synthetic Data Set with Sample Statistics

Item

Person 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 x

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.0

2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.0

3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.0

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1.0

5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1.0

6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1.0

7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.0

8 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I .9

9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 I .9

10 I. 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 I .9

11 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 I

.,,,

12 1 1 1 1 1, 1 1 1 1 0

13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1f 1 0_ I ..)

14 I 0 ,____1. I 1 1 0 1 1 1 I .s
1 5 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 I .8

16 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 I .8

17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
I

.a
18 1 1 1 1 1 1. 1 1 0 0 I .8

19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 I .8

20 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 I .7

21 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 I .6

22 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 I .6

23 0 1 1 1 0 0 '1 1 0 1
I

.6

24 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 o' 0 0

25 0 0 1 1 1 0 . 0 1 0 0 .4

x.
1

.88 .76 .96 .88 .84 .88 .80 .80 .68 .76 I x = .824

s2(x.)
1

= .0058 s2(x ) 7 .0282

s(x.)
1

= .076 I s(x ) = .168



Other statistics reported in Table 6.2 are as follows:

(a) x is the proportion of..items that examinee E got correct;
P A,'

(b) s
2
(x ) and s(x ) are the varian
P P

respectively, of the scores x ;

tandard deviation,

65

(c)x.i.s the proportion of persons who got item i correct--i.e.,

the item difficulty level discussed in Section 2;'

-(d)s2 ixiand s(x.) are the variance and standard deviation,

respectively, of the item difficulty levels; and

(e) x is the mean proportion of items correct for persons, or,

equivalently, the mean difficulty level for items.

Using these sample statistics, Table 6.3 provides formulas, with

illustrative computations, for estimating agreement coefficients and

other quantities of interest involving squared error loss. (These

-fc

formulas are used here because they are as computationally simple to

use as any that can be'derived; however, other more computationally

difficult formulas would be better in terms of revealing certain under-

lying theoretical issues.)

Universe score variance. It has been emphasized repeatedly ix

previous sections that an examinee's observed score, x it not neces-
P

sarily equal to his/her universe score, 7 . It follows that the vari-

ance of examinees' observed scores, s2(X ), is not necessarily equal

to the variance of examinees' universe scores, a2(7 ), which is abbrev-

iated 2(7) in,Table 6.3. Actually, 02(7) is almost always less than
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Wqua t ions and 1 I 1 mit ra t I've ',,Compil ta t ions for Varian4s and Agreement Co
.

'.-... -ai.-1.. ....r... * _......,40._

4 '. 4;

.di l'. V
Computtitlions Usl,

V
Equal: lona'

Let number of examinees

n number of items

-'" ."

= 25

x /n = advancement score in terms o0
proportion of items correct

'Universe Score Varilince'

*Ick +s2(x.)
(6.1) 02 (1).-

40, n-1) U-1/

.

iError' Varance

Agreement

(6.4)

a2(4) =

n = i0 -

cp = 9/10 = .9.

112.00

(t) =

3, 1,

Coefficient Not Correctel for l'Clian4e,.,
0

2 Z:d 2-p (x ) (X T) -40
P . -

S4 (X ) A+..X C )-
13 I. 0

" .
KR-21

?

K11.7.21.

11,

us red Error, Loss

a in 'liable 6.2

25[10 ( .0282) + - .824(1-.824)]

(9) (24)

.045 [0OP = "F165 = .129]

4

.824 (1- . 811) .6282

9

= .0130 fa (A) = 1171750 = .114]

,
,

Agreement, thoef ficicnt ed for Cbance:

o2 (7)

A1200 (12(A)

.0282 + (.824 - .9)2 - .0130

.028k (.824 - 9)2

= .617

.0282 - .0139

.539

.0282

.0165

.0165 + .0130

,55g1
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the observed score variance. This tact is not immediately evident from

Equation 6.1 in Table 6.3; but the computation section of Table G.3

shows that 02(n) = .0165, a value considerably smaller than s2(X ) =

Note that the square root of a2(7) is simply the standard deviation of

examinee universe scores, which is a2(7r) = .129 for the synthetic data.

Error variance: ,Recall from Section 5 that error of measurement

is defined as the difference between an examinee's observed and universe

scores:

= X -
'P

If we were to square these differences for all examinees, and then get

the average of these squared differences, we would obtain 02(A). Of

course, never knOww exactly, so neither is Op; and, consequently,

a2(A) cannot be obtained directly by averaging the squared values of

AA. However, one can estimate a2(A) using Equation 6.2 in.Table'6.3,
'P ) .

and the square root of this value is'A.estimate of the standard devia-
-.1;

tion of examinee errors of measurement. For the data in Table 6.2,

Table 6.3 shows that a2(A) = .0130 and a(A) = .114. It is not immed=

iately evident :frOM.Table 6.3%but a2(A) depends upon the variance,

of item difficttlity:JieVelS, among other things. In general, the smaller

the variance of tV4ifficulty levels, the smaller the value of.a2(A).

4.-
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Agreement coefficient not corrected for chance.,'The'abOve dis-

cussion of universe .score variance and error variance makes, AO raf-

erence toimasterv/non-mastery decisions. When such decisions are to

be made, theadvancement score plays a role in the definition of an

agreement coefficient "not corrected for chance, although error variance

is still (12(A). This agreement coefficient is defined as:

02 (n) (p - c0)2

(C 1

j o2.(Tr) ,(p - c0)2 02,(A)

is the adVanC-kmelft:Store
.

in tents of proportion of itemsstore,

ever the universe of items and theo reef and
ovo.

oPUlati

id

est;

in Tab e.,6,:3

Cal :to

imilarities with x, but is not

inition is rather difficult to use directly
VA

,t7V

'Mpler'formtila is provided by Equation 6.3

0

c')2, the squared dif-
r0

e. for the synthetic data

4tie
e- 6.. 3 'ShOg-S, that 0(.9) = .62.

v,. 4

e value, of ) if x actually
o.

pro

9

discussed also
'

,

rtant e.iiiestiul ting hrethold lots ag'reem n't coeffi-

r.

°W111
7.

,

i. 4th!.er the s data ICItl=1-4,cand .hi-"i smallest

:Eciilat}.on 4.3 can have for these data - -no matter what the'

g,.

,,, .3. ...!...,advar e ntvscore ctvlii.is.
-.4

itt



Agre491-a. coefficient corn

ticient corrected for chance, wh

chancp.. The agreementcoef-

rioted 0, is easily obtained

69

using the values of e2 ( )- and 62 (A). in Equation 6.5,in Table 6.3., For

.,,;the synthetic data, 0 .56,.a.value very close to KR-21 .4 .54- Indeed,

0. and KR -:'.l almost always have very similar values. This occurs prin-
8',.

cipally because neither one of them depends onochance agreement, which

is technically - c
o
)2 for squared error lose.

Interpreting agreement coefficients. AgreeMent coefficients (and

their reliability counterparts) are ,,discussed and used extensively

in educational measurement--perhaps too extensively! However,

they are frequently difficult to interpret correctly, no mattri,vhat'

loss function is involved. For this.reason, whatever Toss function is

involved, the f011owing"characteristics of such coefficients should

be kept in, mind

(a) an agreement coefficient .generally ranges from 0 to 1, b4;-

a Value of ,'Oey, .80 is not necesScarily "twice as good" as a value of

(b) w
w

st
.

examineesnen4m4s xaminees have observed scores-close to the advance-
:0,o

'went score, ap,agreement coefficient not corrected for chance will be

smaller than when most examir4es haVeobserve4Acores relatively far

from the advancement score;

. .

(c) an agreement coefficient will tend to be small whenever unk-

verse score variance is small or error variance is large (even if the

coefficient is based on threshold loss);
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(d) an agreement coefficient not corrected for chinee reflects

the quality (or consistency) Of decisions made about examinees, whereas

an agruem nt coefficlent corraoted for chance reflects the contribution
.

of the test to the quality e such decisions. This is another perspective

on the fact that a coAicient corrected for chance is smaller than its

not-correctied-for-chance counterpart.

Threshold Loss

In the introduction to this section it was stated that a threshold

loss function assumes that all false negative.errors are equally serious,

and all false positiVe errors are equally serious.

and

To clarify' this point let us- suppose that the test length is n = 10,

C = IT .90. ilvviously, an ex Ineek,will not be advanced if he/she

gets 0, 1, 2, . 8 items corret

some of these'examinees will be 4104

'because it is ly that soMe,o

at or abo r.g6t pee never ,knows which,exalMfieASareffalsely

''.",d'i ....
. .

declared tO' ..';..t, !.1:. _.,Avthreshold-loss it is assuMed that any

s almost certain that

non - masters,

"eve; universe scores
*;,;1"

such false ne 4.17.ct. A 'Serious as any other such error, no
it' blt., .

matter what the eXaminee's unvierse score actually is; e.g., failing

an examinee with a universescore of TT = .91 is as serious an error

as failing an with score of it = 1.00.

-Also,.the threshold loSs function. involves assuming that all false
1t0,

positive errors are _equally serious. For the above example, this means
40';
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that passing Au examinee with a universe score of, Hay, it =a .40 Is as

serious an error, aspansingon u)(4104pee with a universe :n of, Aay,

it should be noted, howeve , that the threshold loss function

does not involve assuming that false positive errors are as serious as

false negative errors. That issue is a question .of loss ratio--a sub-

ject treated in Section 4.

Table 6.4 describes and illustrates the steps required to obtain

the threshold loss coefficients p
o

( ot'corrected for chance).and Kappa

(corrected for chance).

Step 1 simply invoyes recording results already obtained in Tablas,
1

6.2 and 6.3 for the synthetic data.

Step 2' invOlves computing a z-score based on the advancement score,

c . For these data z = .45. which and that the mee, x, is 415/100th's

t
of a standard deviation [s(x ) = "above the adOncement score.

q%. p

Step 3 involves determippng t proportikan'.of examinees would
, .

have z-scores below z = .45 if examinee scores wdre normally distributed'.

To obtain this result, Table A.3.3.-in Appendix A i4 required. For

the synthetic data this proportion is p =
J.

:1-K74

Step 4 involves determining the proportion ofexaMinees who would

have,z-scores below z = .45 on each of two (hypothetical) , 677it6M tests,

if examinee scores were normally distributed on both tests. Forthe.

synthetic data
53.

This step makes use of K1174,1; and p will
zz 7 ?' zz

4
a
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P4616 6.4

A Precodure with illustrative toMpkitatione for Nutimating AgreeMont Cool:Fick:10i

and Expecled Ploportion of Inconsistent Doclulonn with Thronhold 140UP

Procedure Example Ilmiug Onto in Tahle

Upooily c
0

K /n and calculate x,

o(x
P
), and KI I (it e Equation 6.4

in 'rank) ( .1),

:den 2.1 Compute the z-score correspond 69_

to

z (0 "

Step 3: Using the last column in Tolile. A.1,

locate the row having tlits,*(4111f4:.

value to the z-score in Step .2;

Step 4:

9/10 -

)i, ,1124 Li
P

KR-21. "

7. (,') .H24)/:'168

P
zRecord p--the entry to the left,

.674

of this 2-score (under the column

headed *00)

Eind
/

the column in Table A.3 having

the closest. value to KR-21 in Step 1.

Record p --the entry in this column
zz

for the row located in Step 3.

1,

Using the column headed KR-21 = .55,

P = .533
zz

Step 5: Compute p and kappa

P = 1 - 2 (pz -p
o zz)

SS P P2zz z

Kappa =

pz P
2

. ,7,. - ' . z

p = "1 - 2 (.674 - .533) = .72

Kappa =

.533 - (.674)2

.674 - (.674)2

.36 .1

L.) k.;

Compute the expected propqrtion of
- inconsistent decisions

P 1 - p" = .28
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4hetliAYM ho tutu than Pe unless K11-4I 40_1141[y equals ono ( )0T01,_

tuI. iKe ly ,woiktIolkou)

th.do twovtouti formulas fo estimaffnq po and Kappa timi..1 pv and

Mtoor the syntiNtic dof p" 7 Ana KcIpod .lti. Aeretlu, K4V011144

is smaller I ban p because is reflects the propoition Of OX4Mill00W

cvsistently classified, while Kappa reflects the proportion or oxdmilmom

consistently cf.oisifled over Ila beyond the proportion that. WUUItt puobaW

he ,,:lassitled consistonfly by chance. [Thu proportion probably

classified consistently by chance in l - p (L p
z
), which is .54'

t ion

the'SyntliefiC data..]

yinally, se.ep'6 in Table ,(?.4 provides an estimate of the propor-

t examinees who are inconsistently classified, i.e., the proportion

f;of errors involved in the deOsion-making process, in the se6.14m-71
ovt.,

threshold loss; errors. For the synthetic data, this proportion l

The procedure for estimating po and Kappa in Table 6.4 is based on

the assumption *hat examinee universe scores are normally distributed.

In many domain-referOnced testing contexts this assumption is obably

not 'true; but in most cases it is unlikely that violations of is

assumption will cause po and Kappa to be poorly estimated..

It is imtortant to note that the statistics discussed,above refer

to a croup of examinees--not to individual examiness. None of these

statistics specify which examinees are consistently or inconsistently

classified.
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,
o[rrettmood do not. InVaildnio mtatiatios 1001400tla 41),OV0.1

ho thich 1", 'out t:Oott t WhOt. We Mf'd rtiO I y doing la

ostimajetng qu'antiti' tf3a11.a0 p

dkootly.

Test imtuth .

at .) th46W0 (114100()r oboarve

Ionian. that a 't.tittl,A ill -re oronchtt t ts t 'y towed as `a snipIu of

items from 4 lafgel universe ot items cOnstructed to measure the con-

tent under consideration. Also recall that the examinee skioreti one

would ideally like to know are the examinee universe scores--i.e.,

examinee scores on the universe of items. These ideal scores can

never be obtained; but, in general, longer tests involve less error and

provIdertsetter estimates of examinee universe scores :.

(it
Therefore, one obvious question is, "How long should a test be?"

There can be no universal statistical this question, because

any specific attempt-to answer it eventua involves answering 'at

least one otherquestion--namely, "How much error is one willing to

tolerate?" Clearly, the answer to this latter question necessitates

subjective judgment by a responsible person who is well-aware of all

aspects of the testing environment aiId the decisions to be made. Even

so, statistics can help in making informed subjective judgments about

test length.
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decrease, bur not very rapidly. in interpreting a(A) ft. is utItl rUl tt)

keep in mind that it can be no 'artier than 0..Pi when each observed

item score takes ore ono of two possible values, as is the case for the

the synthetic data ie Table 6.2.

The values of u(A) and I p reported in Table 6.6 are based upon

synthetic data, but similar results can easily occur with real data.

Furthermore, the values of U(A) And 1 - p reported in Table 6.6 would
0

probably be judged rather large in most real contexts: Of 'course,

these values can be reduced by increasing test length beyond 20 items.

(4')
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Table 6.6
AO,

Illustrative Results forChanges
w

in Test Length Using the

Synthetic Data Exadple.

n a(A) KR-21 1-po

10 .11 .28,

Ik15 .09 .64 .26

20 .08 .70 .25

V

4



In beginning the above discussion of test le4th, it was pointed

,
out that data, per es, cannot specify what the test length should be,

but data can help in making an informed, but still subjective, judgment

about ,test length\ In this regard, 10,(A) and 1 - po are helpful; but

fz

it must be recognized that these two statistics provide different types

of information, aril/perhaps not equally useful information in a parti..,

cular context: In the extreme, if an investigator were interested only

in minimizing qlaSsification errors, then a(A) would provide irrelevant

information; and, conversely, if an. investigator Were interested only

( in measurement error, then 1 - po would provide irrelevant information.

The perspective taken above is that, in most realistic. settings,

both types' of error are likely to be of interest; and, therefore, con-1

1

sideration has been given to both. Only.in a specific context can

judgment be made concerning which statistic is more appropriate in

consinerations regarding test length. is disqussed below, a similar'

0

''argument applies to agreement coefficients.

Other',Considerations
*leg' 4

-Throughout thiS section; squared error loss and threshold lop

statistics have been treated in parallel. If', in a given context, an
I

investigator has an unambigubus basis. for choosing one loss function.

(

to



aver:the other, then, ef.courae,' statistics, involving the other loss

Onption.become.irrelevant. HoWever, in many situations, choice of
,

a loss function may not be a-completely unambiguous decision and,

indeed, it flay be that neither loss function is ideal; In such situa4

tiont, ,one approach is to examine statistics for both .oss functions,

r
keeping in mind the different assumptiOns involved. In, doing So, there

,is some potential for confusion, but a theoretically better 'approach

would involve complexities. far beyond the intended scope of this,hand-

.book:

In this regard, it should be kept in mind that it is not always th

case that a test is used to make a single type of decision. For example,

4:"cOuld,well be that a giverCtest is sometimes-used to make mastery/

non-mastery types of decis ns assuming threshold loss; and, at other .

times, the test is used simply to estimate examinee universe scores

assuming,square0 error loss. Fpr such test, both loss functions are

appropriate depending upon the use of the test. Indeed, in choosing

a loss function, the question of impox ance is not what constitutes

, the test, but rather what constitutes the assumptions about the deci-

sions to be made using,the-test.

Sometimes a domain-referenced test is used solely'for the purpose

of estimating examinee utliverse scores, withodt any, consideration of

a cutting score. In such situations (assuming that squared error loss

.is relevant), a(A) is still appropriate, as is the index 0 given by



Equation ti*5 in Table 6.3, In this sense, 0 may be viewed, as a general-

purpose agretn vt. co0fOiont, lar index, of dependability, for a domain-

referenced test. Note that when a domain-referenced test is used solely

to estimate examinee nniverse adores, threshold loss statistics like.

thobe treated above-are meaningless.
/

In the introduction to this:.se tion, reference was made to thii
1

Tact that the agreement coefficients discussed above are sometithes.
0, - ---.

call/ reliability coefficiehts. Actually, these agreethent coefficients

carry with them a ,connotation of validity, too, iii the sense that they

invoive,Consi4eration of,the universe of items which is often the

principal "crt 4terion" of interest, or the only criterion available.
I I,

. .

Indeed, one perspective on measurement suggests that notions ofreli-
,

.

ability and valpity can be blended to4gether into a consideration of the

extent to which observed scores are generalizable to universe scores.,

.,

This perspective 'seems especially relevapt for domain-referenced inter:-

pretations of test scores. In this sense, this section has considered
. . ,

sues relevant to both reliability and validity.

1



Appendix A

,rfablqa

Wale A..1: 1e based on thelliandr7Wilem-Mnynh procedure referenced

in Appendix 3. This table was developed'using the IMSL .(1979) subrou-

tine MDBETA.

The resulta reported in Table A.2 are based on the assumptions of

binomial likelihpd and a willorM beta pricir (see Appendix B). The

... ,,

probabilities.reportvd'im T411.4.A.2 mere obtained using the IMSL'(1979).
.7.,..

subroutin2 MDBETA: and, the credibility intervals were obtained using'
i

'CADA.[Isaacs and:Novick, and Jackson (1474) ], and sopAcalculus.
,.*

... ,
a, Table A.`3~waswas developed wing the IMSL (1979) MDBNOR

. .,

ao

)4.
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Table A.2 COntihued)

Inferences abo
ri and

lih_Imexse Sp ore Given
for'` an Examinee'

-Probability that n is a or above

n
,

x x .60 .65 .70 .75

11 6 .55 33 21 12 5
11 7 .64 . 56 42 28 -16
11. 8 .73 \ -77 65 51 3,t*-

11- 9 .82 92 85 75 61
11 10 .'91 08 96 91 84
cl '11 1.00 100 99 99 97

12 6 .50 23 13 6 - 2
12 7 .58 43 28 17 8
12 8 .67 65 50 35 21
12
1 /2

9
10

.75
'.83

83
94

72
E?

58
80

42
67

12 13- ,92 99 97 94 87
12 12 1.00 100 100 99 98

13 7 .54 31 18 9 4
13 8 - .62 51 36 22 11
13 9 .69 72 58 42 26
13 10 .77 88 78 64 48
13 11 .85 96 92, 04 72
13 12 .92 99 98 95 90
13, 13 1.00 100 100 99 98

14 7 .50 21 11 5 2
14. 8 .57 39 ,-).5 13 . 6
14 9 .64 60 44 28 15
14 10 .71 78 65 48 31
14 11 .79 91 83 70 54
14 12 .86 97 94 87 76
14' 13 .93 99 99 96 92
14 14 1.00 100 100 100 99

I0G

.80 8 .915 .95

0 0 0
7 2 0' 0

21 -9 3 0
44 26 11 2

-73 56' 34 12
.93 86 72 -46
-
1 0 0 0
3 1 0 0

10 3' 1 0
25. 12 3 0
50
,..J

31 13 2.,
77 60 38 14
95 88 75 49

1 0 0 -0
4- 1 0 0

13 5 1 0
30 15 4 0
55ry 35 16 3

80 64 42 15
96 90 77 51

'0 0 '0 0
2 0 0 0
6 2 0 0

16 6 1 0

35 18 6 (-7 1

60 40 18 4

83 68 45 17
96 91 79 54

Credibility Intervals

67 Percent 80 Percent 90 Percent

( .41, .68) .37, .72) ( .35, .76)
( .50, .76) .45, .75r ( .40, .83)
( .60, .84) .55, .87) ( .50, .90)
( .70, .90) .66, .93) (...60, .95)

.97) .76, .913) ( .71, .9t)
( .91, 1.00) :87, 1.00) ( .83, 1.00)

("1.37, .63) .33, .67) ( .29, .71)
.71) .41, .74) (, .36, ,78)

.54, .78) .49, .81) 1 .44, .85)

.63, .85) .58, .88) ( .53, .91)

.72, .92) .68, .94) ( .62, .96)

.82, .97) .78, .98) ( .73, .99)

.92, 1.00) .8a, 1.00) ( .84, 1:00)

.41, .66) .38, .70) ( .33, .74)

.49, .73) .45, .77) .80)

.57, .80) .53, .83) ( .41,, .86)

.65, .86) .61, .89) ( .56"; .91)

.74, .92) .70, .94) ( .65, .96)

.83, .97) .79, .98) ( .75, .99)

.92, 1.00) .89, 1.00) ( .85, 1.00)

.38, .62) .34, .66) .30, .7 )

.45, .68) .41, .72) ( .37, .76)

.52, .75) .48, -. .79) ( 43, .82)

.60, .82) .55, .84) ( .51, .87)

.6,7, .87) .63, .90) ( .59, .92)

.76, .93) .72, .95) ( .67, .96)

.84, .98) .81, .99) ( .76, .99)

.93,, 1.00) .1D, 1.00) ( .86, 1.00)
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Table A.2 (Continued)

Inferences about Universe Score Given
'n and x for an Examinee

Probability that it is at or above

.60 .65 .70

15
15
15
15

-15
15
15
15

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

los 1,7

8 .53
9 .60

'10 .67
cll. '.73
12 .80
13 .87
14 .93
15 1.00

8 .50
9 .56

10 .63
11 .69
12 .75
13 .81
14 .88
15 .94
16 1.00

9 .53
10 .59
11 .65
12 .71
13 .76
14 .82
15 .88
16 .94
17 1.00

28'.16- 7

477. 31\11§
67'' 51 34
83 71 55
93 Os- 75
98 95 90

100 99 97
100 100 100'

20 0 4

36 21 10
) 55 .38 22

74 58 40
87 77 ,61

95 90 80
99 97' 92

.100 99 98
100 100 100

26 14 6
44 27 14

63 45 28
79 65 47
91 81 67

A 97 92 84
99 98 94

100 100 99-

.100100 100

J

Credibility Intervals

.75 .80 .85 .90 .95 67 Percent -80 Percent

3 0 0 0 ( .42, .65) ( .38e .66)

8 3 1 0 0 (" .48, .71) ( .44, .74)

'19 8 1 ,0 0 ( .55, .77) ( .51, :80)

37 20 8 2 'b ( .62, .83) ( .58, .86)

60 40 21 7 1 ( .69, .q8)4 ( .65, .91)
80 65 44 21 4 ( .77, .93)

'A8)
( .73, .95)

94 86 72 49 19 ( .85, ( .82, .99)
99 97 93 81 56 ( .93, 1.00) ( .90, 1.00)

1 0 , 0 0 0 ( .39, .61) ( .35,, .65)
4 1 . 0 0 0 ( .45, .67) ( .41, .71)

11 4 1 0 0 ( .51, .73) ( .47, .76)
23 11 3 0 0 ( .57, .79) ( .54, .82)
3 24 10 2 0 ( .64, .84) ( .60, .87)

45 24 8 1, ( .71, .89) ( .67, .91)

69 48 24 5 ( .78, .94) ( .75, .95)
96 88 75- 52 21 ( .86, .98) ( .83,

98 94 83 5.8 ( .94, 1.00) ( .91,
.,.99)

1.00)

2, 0 0 0 0 ( .42, .64) ( .38, .67)
6, 2 0 0 0 ( .48, .69) ( .44, .73)

14 5 1 0 0 ( .54, .75) ( .50, .78)
28 13" 4 1 0 ( .60, .80) ( .56, .83)
48 28 12 3 0 ( .66, .86) ( .62,. .87)
69 50 28 10 1' ( .73, .90) ( .69,, .92)
86 73 52 27 6 ( .79; .94) ( .76, .96)
9.6 '90 78 55 23 ( .87, .98) ( .84, .99)
99 98 95 85 60 .94, 1.00) ( .91, 1.00)

90 Percent

( .34, .72)
( .40, .78)
( .47, .83)
( .54, .88)
( .61, .93)

( .69, .97)

( .77, .99)
( .87, 1.00)

( .31, .69)
(. .37, .74)
( .43, .80)
( .49, .85)

.56, .89)
63, .93)
71 . 7)

.79, .99)

.87, 1.0

( .34, .71)
( ,.40, .76)

.46,, .81)
( .52, .86)
( .58, .90)
( .65, .94)

( .72, .97)

( .80, '.99) T
( .88, 1.00),

199



Table A.2 (Continued)

Inferences about Universe'Score Given
n and .x for an Examinee

n X

Probability that f is at or above ,Credibility Intervals,-

.60 .65 'in .75 .80 .85 .90 .95' 67 Percent 80 Percent 90 Perdent

18 9 .50 19 9 3, 1 0 0 0 0 .39, .61) ( .36, .64) ( .68)

' '18 10 .56 33 19 8 , 3 1 0, 0 0 , ( .43, .66) ( .41, .69) ( .37, .73)

18 '11 .61 51 ,33 18 8 2 0 O 0 .50, .71) ( .47,-- .74) #( :43, .78)

18 12 .67 69 52 33 17 7 2 0 0 ( .56, . .76) ( .52, .79) ( .48, ,.82)

18 13 Et4 70 53 33 .-.5
16

1
0 ( .62, .81) ( .58, .84) ( .54, .86)

18 14 '1'78 93 85 72 53 33 44 4 0 . .68, .86) ( .64, .88) '( :60, .90)

1844415 .83 94 87 704. 54 32 1 1 1 --.- ( .74, .90) (..71, .92) ( 67, _.94)

18 16 .89 9 98 .95 89 76 56 29 7 ,._ ,( .81, ,:95) ( .77, ,.96) (- :73, .98)

18 17 .94 100 100 99 97 92 80 58 ..1
nw"4. ( .87, ( .85, .98) ( .81, .99)

18 18 '1.00 100 100 100 100 99 95 86 62 ( . -94, 1.00) ( .92, 1.00) '(-89, 1.00)

19 '10 .53 24 12- 5 1 0 0. 0 .0-5" ( .42, .63) (' .39, ( .35, .70)

19 11 .58 4.0 .24 11 / 0 ,( .47, :68) C :44, '.71) ( .40, .75)

19 12 .63 58 40', 23 10 3 1. o .537 ..7.3)' ( A34.7t-) ( +45; ',..79)

19 13 .68 75_ 58 39 '11 9 ''"5 o 0 .58, .78) ) (,50., .83)

19 14
19 15

.74

.79
87

-95
75 58.

88" 76
38L
59*, 3-:*7'.\

1/

>.4

.73, .82)

.69, 47)
( .60,
( e66,

.85)

.88) .62,
.87)
.91)

19 16 .84, 98 96 89 79 59 35. 13. 2 .75, .91) ( .72, .93) ( .68, .94')

19 17 .89 lob 99, 96 91, 79 60 '32 8 .81,, .95) '( .118, .96Y ( .75, .97)

19 18 .95 100 100 99 p' 93 82, 6'1 26 .88, .98) ( .85, .99) ( .82, .99)

19 19 1.00 -100 100 100 100. 99 '96,- 88' 64 .95, 1.00) ( .92, 1.00) ( .89, 1.00)

10 .50 17 8 3 1. Q 0 0 0 .40, .60) 36, .64) .33, .67)

20 11 .55 31 16 7 2 0 0 0 0 .45, .65) .41, .68) .34, .72)

20 r12 .60 48 21 15 6 1 0 '0 .50, .70) .46, .73) ( .42, .76)

20 13 .65 65, 46 28 13
,0

4 1 0 0 .55, :74) .51, .77) .47, .80)

20 14 .70 80 64 45 ,26 11. 3 0 0 .60, .79) .57, .81), .53, .84)

20 15 .75 80 64 43 '23 8 1 0 .65, .83) .62, .86) ( .58, .88)

20 16 .80 9 91, 80 63 41 20 5 0 .71, .87) .67, .89) ( .64, .01y

20 17 .135 9 97 91 81 63 39 15 .2 (- .76, .91) .73, .93) .69, ,.94)

20 18 .90 100 99 97 93 82' 63 35 8 .82, .95) '.79, .96) .36, .98)

20 19 .95 100 100 99 98 94 84 64 28 .89, .98) .86, .99) (-

20 2(y( 1.40 100 100-100 100- 99 97 89 66 .95,'1.00) .93, 1.00) .90, 1'0,0)

1



//
Table Abi.2 (Continued)

Inferences about Universe Score Given
n and x for an -Examinew

Probability that it is at or above

n x x .60 .65 .70

21/11 0.52 23 11 4

21 12 38 21 9

21 13
X0.57
9.62 55 35.' 19

21 14 0.67 71 53 33

21 15. 0.71 84 70 51,

21 '16 0.76 93 84 69

21 17 T0.81 97 93 84 "'

21 16' 0.86 ,99 98 93
21 19 01,0.90 100 99 98(
21 a0 0.95 100100 1*
21 21 1.00 100 100 1,100

22 11 0.50 16 7

27 Y2 0.55 29 14

22 13, 0.59 44 26 12

22 14 0.64 61 41 23
22 '15 ,0.68 76 59 313

22 16' 0.73 88 75 56
22$ 17 0.77 95 87 '73
22.' 18. 0..82 98 94 86.

'). 0.86 99 98 95
20 0,91 100 100 98
21 0.95 100 100 100
22 1.00 100 100 100

23 -1,2. 0.52 21 9 3

23 13.) 0.57 35 18 1,-7

2-3 1i4. 0.61 51 31 15

23 15; 0.65 67 47 27
23 .v.s 0.'70 81 44' 44
23 .17 '70.74 90 79 61

0.76 96. 90 77

'23 .19 0.83 99 96 89

23 20 0.87 100. 99 96
23 0.91 '100 100 , 99
23 22 0.5)6 100 100 100

.75 .80.85 .90 .95_

1 0 0 0 0

3. 1 0 0 0

7 2- 0 " 0 0

16 6 1° 0 .0

30 13 4 0 0

48 27' '10 2 0

68 46 23 6 0 t

134.. 67 42 17 2

94 65 66 38 '9

99. 95 86 66 30
100 99 97 90, 68

0 0

1 a
4 1

100 3
20 7

35 16
53 31

72 50'

86 70
95 87
99, 96

100 99

O 0

O 0

a 0

O . 0

2 0

5

Credibility Intervals

67 Percent < 80 Percent 90 Percent

0

0
0

\o
'12 2 0

26 7 0

46 19 3.
69 41 11
88 68 32
98 91 69 1

'1 0 0

2 0 0 ,

5 1 0

12 4

23 9 2

39 .19' 6

58 34 14'

75 54 29
88 74 50 21 3

:96 89 72 44 12
99 97 89 71' 34

O 0
0 0
O 0

O 0

0 0

1 0

3 0

'9 1.

.42, .62c ( .39,

.47, .67) ( .44,

. 52, .71) ( .48,

. 57, .76) ( ,53,

.62, .80), ( .58,

.67, .84) / (

.72, .88). ( .69,

.77, .92) ( .74,

.83, i.95)P ( .80,,

.89, .99) . ( .7,

.95, 1.00) ( .93,

.40,

.45,

. 49,

.54,

.58,

.63,

. 68,

.73,

. 78,

. 84,

.90,

.95,

.60) ( .37,

.64) '.( .41,

.69) ( .46,

. 73) ( .50,

.77) ( .55,

. 81) ( .60,

. 85) ( .65,

.89) ( .70,

.92) ( .7.6,

. 96), ( .81,

.99) ( .874
1.00)1 (

.42, .62) ( .39,

.47, .66) ( .44,

.51, .70) ( .48,
.56,.74). ( .52,

. 60', .78) ( .57,

.65, .82) ( .62,'

.69, .86) ( .66,

.74, .89) ( .71,

.79, (-.93) ( .76,.

. 84, ;.96) =( .82,'

. 90, ..99) ( .88,

.66) ( .35,

.70) ( .40,

.74) ( .45,

.78) ( .49,

.82) ( .54,

.86) ( .60,

.90) (

'.93) (

.77,'.97)
-.,99) ( .83,
1.00) '. ( .90,

.63)
,67)
.714
.76)
. 79)

.83)

.87)

.91)

. 94)

.97)

.99),* ('.84,
1.00)- .90,

.69)

.73)

.77)

.81)

.85)

.89)/;T.

1.92):4"

.95)

r ,/
(147(ei
(,'.51/414,' .82)

( .86)
( .61, .89)

-( 66,. .92)

(0, .95)
.98)

1.00)
1.00)

-.65) ( .36,
.69) ( .40,
.73) ( .44,
.77) (

.80') ( .53,
..84) ( .58,
.88) ( .63,
.91), ( .68,
.94) ( .73,
.97) (.

'.99) ( .85,

.68)
-72)
.76)

.00)'

.83)
-.87)
.90)
.93)
.9'5)

".98)

1.00)
1.00)

1,



Table A.2. (Continued)

x . .65 .70 .75'.80 .85 .90 .95

24 12 '0.50 15 6 2 0 0 0 0 0

24 13 0.54 27 13 '4- 1
7() 0 0 0

24 14 0.58 41 23 10. 3 1 0 0 0
2,4 15 0.63 58 37 19' 7 0 0 0

24 16 0.67 73 53 32 15 5 1 0 0

24 17 0.71 85 69 49 27 11 3 0 0
24 18 0.75 93 83 66 44 22 7 i. 0
24 19 0.79 -97 92 81 62 38 16 3 0
24 20 0.83 99 97 91 79 58 32 10 1

24 21 0.88 A.00 9? 97: 90 77 53 24 3

24 22 -0.92 100 100 99 97 90 75 46 13
24 23 0.91 100 100 100 99 97 91 .73 36
24 24 1.00 100 10'0 100 100 100 8 93 72

0.5'1 20 8 3 1 0* 0 0° 0
14 0.56 16 -6 2 0 0 0 0

151- 0.00 48 28 13 4 1 0 -0 0
16 0.64 64 43 23 9 2 0 0 0

25 17 0.68 ,77" 59 37, 18 6 1 0 0
25 18 b./2 68 '74 54 31 13 3 0 0
25 19 0.76 94 86 70 48 '25 8 1 0

,20 0.80 98 94 84 -66 42' 18 4 0
-25 21 0.84 99 98 93 '82 62 35 11 1

0.88 100 99 97 92 79 56 26 4
25 23 0.92 100 100 99 97..92 ':77 49 14
25
'25

24
2,5

0.96
N., 1.9e

100
100

100
100

100/ 99 '98 .,92
1002100 100-- 99

.75
-94

38
'74

26 13 0.50 1.4 5" 1 0 0 0 0

26 14 0.54 25 11 4 1 0 0 0 0
26 15 0.58 39 20. 8 2 0 0. 0 0

26 16 0.62 54 33 16 5 1 0 0 0

26 17 0.65 ,69 48 27 11 3' 0 0 0
2.6 18 0.69 82 64 42 21 7 1- 0 0

26 19 0.73 90 78 59 36 16 4 0. 0

26 20 0.77 96" 89 74 53 29 10 A 0.

26' 21 0.81 98 95 86 70 46 21 5 0.

?6 22 0.85 100 98 94 '84 65 38 13 1

26 '23 0.88 100 99 98 93 82 59 28 4

,26 20 0.92 100 100 99 98 93 79 52 15
26 0.96 100 "100 100 100 98 93 77 39.
26 26 1-.00 .100 100 100 100 100 99 94 75

67 Percent 80 Percent 90 Percent
. . .

.40,

.45,

.49,

.53,

.57,

.62,

.66,

.71,

. 75,

.80,

.85,

.90,

.96,

.43,

.47i

. 51,

.55,

.59,

. 63,

.67,

.72,

.76,

.81,

.86,

.91,

.92,

.60)

.64)

.68)

. 71)

.75)

. 79)

.83)

.86)

.90)

.93)

.96)

.99)
1.00)

.61)

.65)

.69)

. 73)

.76)

.80)

. 83)

.87)
90)

.93)

.96)
..99)

.41, .59) (

.45, .63) (

'.48, .67) (

.52, .70) (

.56, .74) (

.60, ;77) (

:64, .81) (

.68, .84) (

.73, .87) (

.77 ..91) (

.82 .94) (

.86, .96) (

.91, .99) (

.96, 1.00) (

.38, .62) .34, .66)

.42, .66) .38, .70)

.46, .70) .42, .73)

.50, .74) .46, .77)

.54, .78) ( .51, .81)

.59, .81) .55, .84)

.63, .85) .59, .87)

.68, .88) .64, .90)

.72, .91Y .69, .93)

.77, .94) ( .74, .96)

.83, .97) ( .74, .98)

.88, .99) ( .85i 1.00)-

.94; 1.00) .91, 1.00)

.40, .64) ( ..67)

.44, .68) ( .40-; .71)

.48, .72) ( .44, .75)

.52, .75) ( .48, .78)

.56, .79) ( .52, .81)

.60, .82) ( .56, .85)

.64, .85) ( .61, .88)-

.69, .89) ( .65,, _.91)

.73, .92) -.70, .93)

.78, .95) ( .75, .96)

.83, .97) ( .80, .98)

.89, .99) ( .86, 1.00)

.94, 1.00) ( .92, 1.00)

.38, .62) ( .35, .65)

.42, .66) ( .38, .69)

.45, .69) ( .42, .72)

.49, .73) ( .46, .76)

.53, .76) ( .50, .79)

.57, .20) ( .54, .82)

.61, .83) ( .58, .85)

.66, .86) ( .62, .88)

.70, .89) ( .67, .91)

.74, .92) ( .71, .94)

.79, .95) ( .76, .96)

.84, .97) ( .81, .98)

.89, .9'9) ( .86, 1.00)

.94, 1.00) ( .12y 51.00)
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Table A.2 (Continued)

Inferences about Universe Score Given
n and. x for an Examinee

Intervals

n

Probability that 71 is at or above. Credibility

.60 .65 .70 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95. 67 Percent 80 Percent 90 Percent

-27 14 0.52 19 7 0 0 0 0' 0. ( .43, .61) .40, .64) .37, .67)

27 15 0.56 30 14 5 1 0 0. 0 0 ( .46, .64.) .44, .67) .40, .70)

27 16 0.59 45 25 10 3 0 0 0 0 ( .50, .68) .47, .71) .44, .73)

)) 17 0.63 60 38 19 1 0 0 0 ( .54,\ .71) .51, .74) .48, .77)

18 0.61 74 54 32 14 4 1 0 0 ( .58, .75) .55, .77) .51, .80)

27 19 0.70 85 69 47 25 ,9 2 0 0 ( .62, \ .78) .59, -.80) .55, .83)

'27 20 0.74 93 82 64 40 18 5 0 0 sl .66, .82) .63, .84) .59, .86)

27 21 0.78 97 ,91_ 78 57' 32 12 2 :0 ( .70, .85) .67, .87) .63, .89)

2/ 0.81 99 96 ,89 74 50 24 6 0 ( .74, .88) .71, .90) .68, .91)

27 23 0.85, 10 0- 99 95 86 69 41 14 1.
( .78, .91) .75, ,92). .72, .94)

27 24 0.89 100 100 98 94 84 62 -31 5 ( .82, .94) .80, .95) .77, .96)

2/
27

25
26

0.93
0.96

100
100

1- 0
1 0

100
100

9V
100

94
98

31
94

54 16
78 41

(

(

.87,

.91,
.97)
.99)

:84,
.89,

.97)

.99)
.81,
.87,

.98)
1.00)

27 27 1.00 100 100 100 100 toO 99 95 76. ( .96, 1.00) .94, 1.00) .92, r.00)

28 14 0.50 14 5 1. 0 0 .0 0 0 ( .41, .59) .38, .62) .35, .65)

28 15 0.54' 23 10 3 1 0 0 G .6 ( .45, .62) .42, .65) .39, .68)

28 16 0.57 36 18 "' 2 0 0 0 ( .48, .66) .45,' -.68) .42, .71)

28 17 0.61 51 30 13 4 1 0 0 0 ( .52, .69) .49, .72) .46, .75)

28 lb 0.64 66 44 23 9 2 0 0 -0 ( .55, .73) .53, .75) .49, .78)

28 19 0.68 79 59 36 17 5 1 0 0 ( .56, .76) .56, .78) .53, .81)

28 20 "4-4).71 88 74 52 29 11 2 0 0 ( .63, .79) .60, .81) .57, .84)

28 21 0.75 94 85 68 44 2[ 6 ,1 0 ( .67, .82) .64, .81) .61, .86)

28 "22. 0.79 98 93 (31 6:1 36 13 2 0 ( .71, .85) .68, .87) .65, .89)

28 23 0.'82 99 97 91 54 26 6 () ( .75, .88) .72, .90) .69, .92)

28 24 0.86 100 99 96 88 44 16 1 ( .76, .91) .76, .93) .73, .94)

28 25 0.89 100 100 '/9 '95 86 65 33 5 ( .83, .94) .80, .95) .77, .96)

28 26 0.93 100 100 100 99 95 83 57 18 ( .87, .97) .85, .98) .82, .98)

28 27 0.96 100 100 100 10(' 9 95 80 ( .92, .99) .90, .99) .87, 1.00)

28 2E) 1.00 100 100 100 100 100 99 95 77. ( .96, 1.00) .95, 1.00) .92, 1.00)

co
11.7



Table A.2 (Continued)

Inferences about Universe Score Giveh
n and x fok an Examinee

Probability that TT is at or above Credibility Intervals

n x x .60 .65 .70 .75 .8.0 .85 .90 .95 67 Percent 80 Percent 90 Percent

29 15 0.52 18 2 0 0 0 0 .43, .60) .40, .631 .37, .66)
29 16 0.55 29 13 4 1 0 0 0 0 .46, .64) .44, .66) .40, .69)
29 17 0.59 42 0 0 0 .50, .67) .47, .70) .44, .72)
29 18 0.62 57 35 16. -5

1 0 0 0 .53, .70) .51c .73) .47, .76)
29 19 0.66 71 49 27 11 3 0 0 0 .57, .74) .54, .76) .51, .78)
29 20 0.69 82 h4 41 20 6 1 0 0 .60, .77) .58, .79) .54, .81)
29 21 0.72 91 78 57 33 13 3 0 0 .64, .80) .61, .82) .58, .84)
29 22 p 96 88 72 49 24 7 1 0 .68, .83) .65, .85) .62, .87)
29 23 0.79 98 94 84 65 39 15 3 0 .72, .86) .69, .88) .66, .90)
29 24 0.83 99 98 80 57 29 7 0 .75, .89) .73, .90) .70, .92)
29 25 0,86 100 99 97 90 74 48 18 2 .79, .92) .77 flp .93) .74, .94)
29 26 0.90 100 100 99 96 88 68 35 6 .83, .94) .81, .95) .78, .96)
29 27 0.93 100 100 100 99 96 85 59 19 .88, .97) .85, .98) .98)
29 28 0.97 100 100 100 100 99 95 82 45 .92, .94) .90, .99) .87, 1.00)
29 29 1.00 100 100 100 100 100 99 96 79 .96, 1.00) .95, 1.00) .93, 1.00)

30 *15 0.50 13 4 1. 0 0 0 0 0 .41, .59) .39, .61) .36, .64)
30 16 0,53 22 9 2 0 0 0 0 .45, .62) .42, .64) .39, .67)
30 1/ 0.57 34. 16 5 0 0 0, 0 .48, .65) .45, .68) .42, .71)
30 18 0.60 48 26 11 3 0 0 0 0 .68) .49, .71) .45, .74)
30 19 0.63 62 40 19 6 1 0 0 0 .55, .71) .52, .74) .49,. .76)
30 20 0.67 75 54 31 13 3 0 0 0 .58, .74) .77) .52, .79)
30 21 0.70 86 69 46 23 7 1 0 0 .62, .78) .59, .80) .56, .82)
30 22 0.73 93 81 61 37 15 3 0 0 .65, .81) .63, .83) .59, .85)
30 23 0.77 9? 90 76 53 27 8 1 0 .69, .83) .66, .85) .63, .87)
30 24 0.80 99 95 87 69 43 17 3 0 .72, .86) .70, .88) .67, .90),/
30 25 0,83 100 98 94 82 61 32 8 0 .76, .89) .74, .91) .71,\.92)
30 26 0.87 100 99 98 92 77 51 19 .80, .92) .78, .93)

t.

.75, ,95)
30 27 0.90 100 100 9y 97 89 70 38 .84, .94) .96) .79, .97)
30 28 0.93 100 100 100 99 96 86 61 20 .88, .97) 8§, .98) .83, .98)
30 29 0.9/ 100 100 100 100 99 96 03 46 .92, .99) .9101, .99) .88, 1.00)
30 30 1.00 100 1.00 100 100 100 99 96 80 .97, 1.00) .95, 1.00) .93, 1.00)

113



,Table A.3

Probability that Two Standard Normal

Variabres, with Correlation Equal

are Both Less Than or Equal

KR-21

to'KR-21,

to z.

*****

z- 0L20 0.25 '0.30 0.35 0.40 0,45 0,50 0.55 0,'60 '0,65 0.70 0.75 0.80. 0,5 0.90 0.95 1.00

-1.95 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.006 0,007 0.009 0.010 0.011 0.013 0.015 0.018 0.026 -1.95

-1.90 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.006 0,007 0.009 0.010 0.011 0.013 0.015 0.017 0.021 0.029 -1.90

-1.85 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.010 0.011 0.013 0.015 0.017 0.020 0.023,0.032 -1.85

-1.80 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007'0.008 0.009 0.010 0.011 0.013 0.015 0.017 0.019 0.022 0.026 0.036 -1.80

-1.75 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.010 0.012 0.013 0.015 0,017 0.0L9 0.022 0.025 0.029 0.040 -1.75

-1.70 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0:008 0,0b9 0.010 0.012 0.013 0.015 0.017 0.019 0.022 0.025.0.028 0.033 0.045 -1.70

-1.65 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.011 0.012 0.014 0.0150.017 0.019 0;022 0,024 0.028 0.031 0.037 0.049 -1.65

-1.60 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.011 -0.012 0.014 0,016 0.018 0.020 0.022 0.025 0.028 0.031 0.035 0.041 0.055 -1.60

-1.55 0.007 0.008 0.010 0,011 0.013 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.020 0.022 0.025 0.028 0.031 0.035 0.039 0.046 0.061 -1,55

-1.50 0.009 0.010 0.011 0.013 0.015 0.016 0.018 0,020 0.023 0.025 0.028 0.031 0.035 0.039 0.044 0.051 0.067 -1.50
4

-1.45 0.010 0.012 0.013 0.015 0.017 0.019 0.021 0,023 0.026 0.029 0.032 0,035 0.039 0.044 0.049.9;056 0.074 -1.45

-1.40 0.012 0.014 0.015 0.017 0.019 0.022 0.024 0.027 0.029.0.032 0.036 0.039 0,044'0,048 0.054 0;06; 0.081 -1.40

-1.35 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.020 0.022 0.025'0.027 0.030 0.033 0.036 0,040 0,044 0.049 0.054 0.060 0.068 0.089 -1.35

-1.30 0.016 0.018 0.021 0.023 0,025 0.028 0.031 0.034 0.037 0.041 0.045 0,049 0.054 0.060 0.066 0.075 0.097 -1.30

-1.25 0.019 0.021 0.024 0.026 0.029 0.032 0.035 0.038 0.042 0.046 0.050 0.055 0.060 0.066 0.073 0.083 0.106 -1.25

-1.20 0.022 0.024 0.027 0.030 0.033 0,036 0.040 0.043 0.047 0.051' 0.056 0.061 0.066 0.073 0.081 0.091 0.115 -1.20

-1.15 0.025 0.028 0.031 0.034 0.037 0.041 0.045 0.048 0.053 0.057 0.062 0.067 0.073 0,080 0.088 0.099 0.125 -1.15

-1.10 0.029 0.032 0.035 0,039 0.042 0.046 0.050 0.054 0.059 0.064,0.069 0.075 0.081'0,088 0.097 0.108 0.136 -1.10

-1.05 0.033 0.037 0.040 0.044 0.048 0.052 0.056 0.061 0.065 0.071 0.076 0.082 0.089 0.097 0.106 0,118 0.147 . -1.05

-1.00 0,038 0.042 0.045 0.049 0.054 0.058 0.063 0.067 0.073 0.078 0.084 0.090 0.098 0,106 0;115 0.128 0.159 -1.00

-0.95 0.043 0.047 0.051 0,056 0.060 0.065 0.070 0.075 0.080 0.086 0.092 0.099 0.107 0.115 0.126 0.139 0A7,1 -0.95

-0.90 0.049 0.053 0.058 0.062 0.067 0.072 0.077 0.083 0.089 0.095 0.102 0.109 0.117 0,126 0.137 0.150 0.184 -0.90

-0.85 0.056 0.060 0.065 0.070 0. .075'0 80 0.086 0.092 0.098 0.104 0.111 0.119 0.127 0.137 0,148 0.163 0.198 -0.85,

-0.80 0.061--0-4.48 0.073 0.078 0.083 0. 9 0.095 0.101 0.107 0.114 0.122 0.130 0.138 0.148 0.160 0.175 0.212 -0.80

-0.75 0.071 0.076 0.081 0,087 0.092 0.0 8 0.104 0.111 0.118 0.125 0.133 0.141 0.150 0,160 0.173 0.189 0.227 -0.75

-0,70 0.079 0.085 0.090 0.096 0.102 0.108 0.115 0.122 0.129 0.136 0.144 0.153 0.163 0.173 0,186 0.202 0.242 -0.70

-0,65 0,088 0.094 0.100 0,106 0.112 0,119 0.126 0,133 0.140 0.148 0.157 0.166 0.176 0.187 0.200 0.217 0.258 -0.65

-0.60 0.098 0.104 0.111 0.117 0.124 0.130 0.138 0.145 0.153 0.161 0.170 0.179 0.189 0,201 0.214 0.232 0.274 -0.60

-0.55- 0.109 0.115 0.122 0.129 0.136 0.143 0.1500.158 0,166 0.174 0.183 0.,193 0.204 0.216 0.230 0.248 0.291 -0.55

-0.50 0.121 0.127 0.134 0,141 0.148 0.156 0.163 0.171 0.180,_0.188 0.198 0.208 0.219 0.231 0.245 0'.264 0.309 -0.50



Table A.3 (Continued)

Probability that Two Standard Normal

Variables, with Correlation Equal to KR-21,

are Both Lees Than or Equal to z

KR-21
CM*

0.20 0,25 0.30 0,35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0,60 0,65 0,70 0.75 0.80 0,85. 0.90 0.95 1.00

-0.45 0.133 0.140 0.147 0.154 0,162 0,169 0.177'0.185 0.194 0,203 0.213 0.223 0.234 0.247 0.262 0.281 0.326 -0.45

-0.40 0.146 0.154 0,161 0.168 0.176 0.184 0.192 0.200 0,209 0.218 0.228 0.239 0.250 0.263 0.270 0.290 0.345 -0.40

-0.35 0.161 0.168 0.175 0.183 0.191 0.199 0,207 0.216 0,225 0.234 0.245 0.255 0.267 0.280 0.296 0.316 0.363 -0.35

-0,30 0.176 0.183 0.191 0.199 0.207 0.2150.223 0.232 0,241 0,251 0.261 0,272 0.284 0.298 0.314 0.334 0,382 -0.30

-0.25 0.191 0.199 0.207 0.215 0,223 0.232 0.240 0.249 0.259 0.268 0,279 0.290 0.302 0.316 0,332 0.352 0.401 -0.25

-0.20 0.208 0.216 0.224 0,232 0,240 0.249 0.258 0.267 0.276 0.286 0.297 0.308 0.320 0.334 0.350 0.371 0.421 -0.20

-0.15 0.225 0.233 0.241 0.250 0.258 0.267 0,276 0.285 0,295 0.305 0.315 0.327 0.339 0.353 0.369 0,390 0.440 -0.15

-0.10 0.244 0.252 0.260 0.268 0.277 0.285 0.294 0,304 0.313 0.324 0,334 0.346 0,358 0.372 0.389 0.410 0.460 -0=.10

-0.05 0.262 0.271 0.279 0,287 0.296 0.305 0.314 0.323 0.333 0,343 0400 0.365 0.3780.392 0.408 0.430 0.480 -0.05

0.0 0.282 0.290 0.298 0.307 0.315.0.324 0.333 0.343 0.352 0.363 0.373 0.385 0.398 0.412 0.428 0.449 0.500 0.0

0.05 0.302 0.310 0.319 0.327 0.336 0.344 0.354 0.363 0.373 0.383 0.394 0.405 0.418 0.432 0.4480.469 0.520 0.05

0.10 0.323 0.331 0.339 0,348 0,356 0.365 0.374 0.383 0.393 0.403 0.414 0.425 0.438 0,452 0.468 0.490 0.540 0.10

0.15 0.345 0.353 0.361 0.369 0.377 0.386 0.395 0.404 0.414 0.424 C435 0.446 0.458 0.472 0.489 0.510 0.560 0.15

0.20 0.366 0.374 0.382 0,3910,399 0.407 0.416 0.4250.435 0.445 0.455 0.467 0.479 0.493 0.509 0.530 0.579 0.20

0.25 0.389 0.396 0.404 0.412 0.421 0.429 0.438 0.447 0,456 0,466 0.476 0.487 0.500 0.513 0.529 0.550 0.599 0.25

0.30 0.411 0.419 0.427 0.435 0.443 0.451 0.459 0.468 0.477 0.487 0.497 0.508 0.520 0.534 0.549 0.570 0.618 0.30

0.35 0.434 0.442'0.449 0.457 0.465 0.473 0.481 0.490 0.4990.508 0.518 0.529 0.541 0.554 0.569 0.589 0.637 0.35
0.40 Q.457 0.464 0.472 0.479 0.487 0.495 0.503'0.511 0.520 0.529 0.539 0.550 0,561 0.574 0.589 0.609 0.655 0.40

0.45 0.480 0.487 0.494 0.502 0.509 0.517 0.525 0.533 0.541 0.550 0.560 0.570 0.581 0.594 0.609 0.628 0.674 0.45

122 123
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Table A,3 (Continued)

P obability that Two Standard Normal

Varitibles, with Correlation Equal

are Both Vass Than or Equal

KR-21

to KR-21,

to z
-

0.20 0,25 0.30 0.35 0,4q 0,45 0,50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0,75 0.80 0.85 0090 005 1.00

0.504 0.510 0.517 0.524 Mit 0.539 0.546 0.554 0,562 0,571 0,581* 0,591 0.601 0.414 0.620 0.647 0.691 0.50

-0,55 0.527 06533' 0.540 0.546 0153 0.560 0.568 0.575 0.583 0.592 0.601 0.611 0.621 0.633 0,647 0,665 0.709 0,55.

0.60 0.550 0.556 0.562 0.569 0,575 0.582 0.589 0.596 0,604 0.612 0.621 0,630 0.641 0.652 0.666 0.684 0.726 0,60

0.65 0.573 0.578 0.584 0.590 0,5?7 0,603 0.610 0.617 0.625 0.632 0.641 0.650 0.660 0.671 0,.884 0,701 0.742 0.65 WOMEN,

0.70 0.595 0.601 0,606 0.612 01618 0.624 0.631 0.638 0,645 0.652 0.660 0,669 0,679 0..689 .0,702 0,719 0.758 0.70

0.75 0.617 0.622 0.628 0.633 0.639 0.645 0,651 0.650 0.664 0.672 0.679 0.688 0.697 .0.707 0,719 0.735 0.773 0.75

0.80 0.639 0.644 0.649 0.654 0,660 0.665 0.671 0.677 0.684 0.690 0.698 0.706 0.715 0.725 0.736 0.752 0.788 0.80

0.85 0.660 0.665 0.670. 0.674. 0.680 0.685 0,1)90 0.696 0.702 0.7090.716 0.723 0,732 0.741 0,753 0.767 0.802 0.85

0.90 0.681 0.685 0.690 0.694 0,699 0.704 0.709 0.715 0.721 0.727 0.733 0,741 0.749 0.758 0.768 0.782 0.816 0.90

0.95 0.701 0.705 0.709 0.713 0,718 0.723 0.728 0.733 0.738 0.744 0050 047570065 0,773 0,784 0,797 0.829 0.95

1.00 0.721 0,724 0.728 0.732 0.736 0041 0.745 0.750 0,755,0,7610067 0,773 0.780°0.788 0.798 0,811 0.841 1,00

1.05 0.740 0.743 0.746 0.750 0.754 0.758 0.762 0.767 0.772 0.777 0.782 0.788 0.795 0.803 0,812 0.824 0.853 1.05

1.10 0.758 0.761 0.764 0.767 0,771 0.775 0.779 0.783 0,787 0.792 0.797 0.803 0.810 0.817 0.826 0.837 0.864 1.10

-1.15 0.J75.0.778 0.781 Q.784 0.787 0.791. 0,794 0.798 0,803 0.807 0.812 0.817 0.823 0.830 0,838 0.849 0.875 1.15

1.20 0.792 0.794 0.797 0.800 0.803 0.806 0.809 0.813 0.817,0.821 0.826 0,831 0.836 0.843 0,850 0.860 0.885 1.20

1.25 0.8Q8 0.810 0.812 0.815 0.818 0,821 0.824 0.827 0.831 0.835 0.839 0.844 0.849 0.855 0,862 0.871 0.894 1.25

1.30 0.823 0.825 0.827 0,829-0.832 0.834 0.837 0.840,0.844 0.847 0.851 0.8560.861 0.866 0.873 0.882 0.903 1,30

1.35 0.837 0.839 0.841 0.843 0,045 0.848 0.850 0.853 0.856 0.859 0.863 0,8670,0.872 0,877 0.883 0,891 0.911 1.35

1.40 0.850 0.852 0.854 0.856 04058 0.860 0.862 0.865 0.868 0.871 0.874 0.878 0.882 0.887 0.893 0.900 0.919 1.40

1.45 0.863 0,865 0.866 0.868 0.870 0.872 0.874 0.876 0.879 0.882 0.885 0.888 0.892 0.896 0.902 0,909 0.926 1.45

1.50 0.875 0.876 0.878 0.879 oAel 0.883 .0.885 0,887 0.889 0.892 0.895 0.898 0.901 0.905 0.910 0.917 0,933 1.50

1.55 0.886 0.887 0.889 0.890 0.891 0.893 0.895 0, 01899 0.901 0.904 0.907 0.910 0.914 0.918 0.924 0.939 1.55'

1.60 0.897 0.898 0.899 0.900 0.901 0.903 0.904 0,906 0.108 0.910 0.912 0.915 0.91q 0.921 0.926 0.931 0.945 1,60

1.65 0.906 0.907 0,908 0.909 0.910 0.912 0.913 0.915 0.916 0.918 0.920 0.923 0,926 0.929 0.933 0.938 0.951 1.65

1.70 0.915 0.916 0.917 0.918 0.919 0.920 0.921 0.923 0.924 0.926 0.928 0.930 0.932 0.935 0.939 0.944 0.955 1.70

1.75 0.923 0.924 0.925 0.926 0.927 0.928 0.929 0.930 0.931 0.933 0.935 04937 0.939 0.942 0.945 0.949 0.960 1.75

1.80 0.931 0.932 0.932 0.933 0.934 0.935 0.936 0,937 0.938 0.940 0.941 0.943 0.945 0.947 0.950 0,954 0.964 1,80

1.85 0.938 0.939 0.939 0.940 0.941 0.1°41 0.942 0.943 0.944 0.946 0.947 0.949 0.950 0.953 0,955 0,959 0.968 1.85

1.90 0.945 0.945 0.944 0.946 0.947 0,947 0.948 0.949 0.950 0.951 0.952 0.954 0.955 0.957 0t960 0.963 0,971 1.90

1.95 0.950 0.951 0,951 0.952 0.952 0.953 0.954 0.954 0.955 0.956 0.957 0.959 0.960 0.962 0.964 0.967 0.974 1.95
1.25
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Technical Notes
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These notes are provided for two reasons; (a) to cite appropriate

technical background and referencds for each setion of the handbook;
4

and (b) to provide a limited amount of technical justification for

equations. and/or procedures that are not specifcally reported in readily

available references. However, there is no intent to' cite 41 potentially

relevant references or to verify in detail all equations and/or proce-

dures.

In the body of this handbooks, distinctions have been drawn only

very rarely between parameters and estimates of parameters. In these .

technical notes such distinctions are made through the use of a "hat"

(") above unbiased estimates of parameters, which are denol,ed by Greek

letters. The reader should be careful not to confuse this use of a

"hat" with the use already made of this symbol in the body of the hand-
/

book. Specifically, the "hat" symbol is also used to distinguish be-1-.

tween the sample variances s2 And where the former involves a denom-

inator of n and the latter involves a denominator of n - 1. (Of.course,

2 s

s is alikunbiased estimate of a parameter, but usually not a parameter

of interest, here.)

Section 1

'Berk (1980) provides an edited book of readingi on the subject of

domain-referenced (or criterion-referenced) measurements. Most of the

12C
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toptcw'treated in this handboOk aro also covered in Berk (1990). Alec),

l

'

liamnteton, EiwamInathan. Aiglna, and Coulson (197n) provido a toohnio I re-

k/few or many t m1104 treated hard' Millman (1979) u.yivldtite A Oriel' review

wrIttull prilto pally for practitiOhere, and Nltko (MO) roVitiviti th want'

.
1 0,t

varietien of criterion-reforencedfoste. It should he noqed, however,

that there are clear differences btween thle handbook and'the above

reforeecesdifferences in emphasis and scope, au well as occasional

differencem in perspective and app ach.
,

Many introductory mad 4,remln textbooks give considerable attention

to defining objectives an , le specifications. Recently, Ellis

and Wulfeck (1979) and Ellis Wulf ck, pnd Fredericks (1919) have devel-

oped a task/content-matrix fair specilio,use in Navy training that in-

volves domain-referenced leting.i
/) Ai

ID

Section 2

Most introductory melasurement 16xtbooks provide detailed diSpUssion

of item analysis procedures. Eve ~t oUgh such discussions usnally'::empha-
.

size norm-referenced testing, many-of the guidelines typically suggested

are relevant for domaWreferenced testing, too--with one noticeabl,

exception. In the opinion b this author, it is not generally a (44Ocl

practice. indomain-reference testing to select items in a systematic ,.

manner so as to obtain some pre-specified distribution of item difficulty

levels and/or discrimination indices. More specifically, this is '.not a

good practice if a test is to be used solely for the purpose of making

domain-referenced interpretations of test scores.

-1"4'
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The discrimination indak, S, dismissed in Uoction .,1 is treated by

loLirdtill4H (191:O./Rocs recently, Harris and Wilcox (190)) have cow :Mod
.

on this indek.

Section 3

The procedure suggested in Section 3 for establishing 4 cutting score

is a slight modification of a procedure originally proposed by Angoff

(1971)1 and the developments involving u(y) are discussed by Brennan

and Lockwood (1980). The specific equations for 060 in Table 3.2 can

be derived in the manner Outlined below.

Let the probability assigned by'rater r (r..1, 2, ..., t) to item i

(1,01, 2, m) for a set af m items be:

Yri
+ A

r
+

i
+

ri

-
where A is the grand mean and the )0, are score effects as discussed by

Brennan and Lockwood (1980).' It can be shown that unbiased estimates

of the variande of these score effects, in terms of the sample statis-

tics reported in Table 3.2, are:

;2(ri)
1

= (E ;(y
ri

-)

r
Yi

- a2(ri)/m

a2(i) = = a2(riut .

12S

(B1)
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Vor F.adom 44pless of t ratavm and random 44miliaa o )l 140mo (ii 11(Adn

not aqn41, in) 411 nnbiamod gibliiMACO or , (0 to:

"(r) a2(i) a2(ri)
(y) i

OsinOquationa 11 to U I in 14 we obtain

-1 -
u'(Yi) u"(Y

r I I
)

E ;$2(,
ri

)
i;2(c

i
)

u526.
) os -I-

_ _ - --- --

n t mt(t-1) 1o(t-1)

(14)

(15)

where the bracketed term An Equation 15 is a
il

2(ri)/tm, which )nstitntes

the A-term defined in Table 3.2. The square root of Equation 15 is

Equation 3.2 in Table 3.2; and when n equals m, the square root of

Equation 85 is Equation 3.1 in'Table 3.2.

Finally, as n 00, it is evident from Equation 14 that

;26) d2(r) /t

and using Equation B2,

Q2
(y) = ;2(; )/t - a2(ri)/mt

^2s (y
r
) /t - A (B6)

The square root of a260 in Equation 86 is Equation 3.3 in Table 3.2.
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hOWeVer, that Where tinynh tad** About the toss CAtiO Q, this author

talks About t/Qi d.q., if false positive erroce 4C0 ii4104 44 441110

44 f4104 negative erroro, ltuynh eaye the logo ratio is Q w .50, and in

Section 4 this tome ratio is identified as 1/.S0 *0 2. or couroe, ihio

difference iu simply 4 gm:otion of definition.

It is ouggeuted in Section 4 that a confidence interval for it

from a cutting scOre study be considered as one possible way to define

an indifference zone. In doing so, it might be argued that one in

implicitly violating the assumption of 0 - 1 referral loss, which is

k
an assumption made by Suynh (1980) in his. formulati T the minimax

procedure used to generate Table A. 1.. Mother app each that might

be considered is to eliminate the indifference zone and use, y and

o(y) from a cutting score study to establish an ogive-shaped referral

success function, but this is considerably mere complicated than the

approach taken in this handbook.

Section 5

With respect to technical issues, Section 5 is based principally on

Table A.2 which was devet4ed under tithe assumptions of a binomial like-

lihood and a uniform beta prior dIle*ibut4on for it (sometimes called

130
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or a nntrotm nota Matillmtion. Technically, teee inteivals are

Ilkat I119haat donalty toqlona. (:tollu m14111 4"01-101, c4111"q 4"

intetvai to hlqhtiat daulty raqion when .) needs:ire unfamilla with

that hayeeian concepts C41% conduit Novick and Jacks On (14/4, Chat:plat' ").)

A principal renown rot utilnq a het,* putot hdra be that thin assump-

tion roautta in 4 Nayamian cranini1ity interval, whiiih enables ono to

make probability stateete about: the param tttr n. By contrast, a

confidence interval allows ono to make probability statements about

intervals covering ff. Some might argue that in specific contexts, a

uniform beta prior is frequently unrealistic because a decision-maker

may know a great deal about an examinee. However, to assess "informative"

(i.e., non-uniform) beta priors in a decision-making process virtually

necessitates an interactive computing system such as CADA (Isaacs and

Novick, 1978). Furthermore, a decision-maker would need to justify the

specific "informative" prior chosen in each and every individual case.

tit
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The thootetical ttammwotk natal in lectioe o fin Integrating mon lad

et rot loam and t.hrmaahold los* approach** i* provtada by Kane and hvonan

(1980). In addition, a constdirntlslu liumhoc or Oapoim have been published

that ivolv cons ideration or ono tomm run tion car the ot:heie.

Concerning threnhold toss, the following publications, 41000(1 others,

aro Levant t (a) [Iamb lotion and Nov tck (1.975) prov Wed the f L.ruit inte-

grated treatment of threshold Ions and domain-referenced testing issues;

(b) Swaminathan, Hambleton, and Algina(1974) suggested using coefficient

Kappa; (c) Huynh (1976) and Subkoviak (1976) proVided procedures for

estimating threshold loss coefficients based on a single test; and (d)

Subkoviak (1980) has reviewed much of the work in this area.

Concerning squared error loss, the following publications, among

others, are relevant: (a) using classical test theory assumptions,
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1'.Ture effect fur item 1; and ITO ,A, to the titfoct for the int.eractivri
p1

person p and item i, which confounded with experimental error,

(See Brennan and Kane, 1977 a, for more detail) .

It is well-known that an unbiased estimate of (12(n) is:

(3200 = [MS(P) MS(pi)] /k (Hi)



where "MS" is "mean square"; and, it is relatively easy to show that,

for dichotomous data, Equation B6 can be expressed as Equation 6.1 in

Table 6.3. In a similar manner, it can be showthat

and

Now,

a2 (B)

(n - 1) (k - 1)

n[k s2(xi) + s2(X ) - x(1 -x)]

i;2(na) =

n k [X(1-X) - s2(X ) - s2(X )]

(n - 1) (k - 1)

[(32(8) + Ci2(1T0)]/n

(B8)

(B9)

(B10)

and replacement of Equations B8 and B9 in B10 gives (after simpli-

fying terms) Equation 6.2 in Table 6.3.

0.?ennan and Kane

(1)(c
0

) is:

0(c
o

) =

103

(1977a)

1

report that a consistent

X(1-X) - s2(X )

estimate of

(B11)1 -

n-1 (X-c )2 + s2(X )

[x (1 -x) - s2(X
P
)1/(n-1)

1 (B12)

(x -co) + s2(Tc )

The numerator of the term in braces is simply a2(A) given by Equation 6.2

in Table 6.3; consequently, Equation B11 can be expressed as Equation 6.3
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in Table 6.3. [Technically, a2(A) in Equation 6.3 should be ;2(A); but,

as previously stated, notational distinctions between parameters and esti-

mates are not made in the body of this handbook.'] Equation 6.4 follows

from the fact 'that
o

) equals KR-21 if c
o

= X (see Brennan, 1977). The

expression for KR-21 in Equation 6.3' may appear strange because it invol-

ves ;2(A), but it is easily verified that this expression is algebra-

ically identical to the well-known expression for KR-21.

The steps provided in Table 6.5 for obtaining estimates of thres-

hold loss coefficients of agreethent are based on Huynh's (1976) normal

approxmimatiOn procedure, (see, also, Subkoviak,.1980), without using

anarcsine transformation (see Peng-& Subkoviak, in press). In Table 6.5

reference is made to using the "closest" value in Table A.3; alternatively,

onecanobtainbetterestimatesusinglineerinterloolation(seeBuYnh;

1978--different context, but same. process). Huynh (1978) provides a

computer program for estimating threshold loss coefficien s; as well

as tables of estimates of po , Kappa, and their standard errors for

test lengths of 5 to 10 items (see, also, Huynh & Saunders, 1980).

Since the procedure outlined in Table 6.4 is based on a normal approx-

imation, estimates obtained using this procedure may be somewhat biased.

However, the degree of bias is likely to be small unless n is quite

small and/or c is quite close to one.
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In Table 6.5, Equation 6.6 is simply [62(B) + &2(ne)l/n' ; and the

remaining equations and steps constitute a somewhat ad hoc approach for
rY

using Huynh's normal approximation procedure to estimate ihe proportion

of inconcsistent decisions for a test of length n'.

Brennan and Kane (1977b) show that a.2(A) is algebraically equal to

the average of the squared values of a(A ) in Table 5.4. Note also that

a(A) is identical to Lord's (1957) formula for the standard error of

measurement of an examinee's mean score.

e

136
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